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and (b) in terms of the negative view, in which intuitive cognition is
denigrated for its failuree, "shortcomings and distortions"; in short,
for its inability to accomplish what analysis can. In contrast to both
views, the Cognitive Continuum Theory puts forth a "comprehensive view";
it provides a means for encompassing cognitive tasks, cognitive activities
and their behavioral and adaptive consequences over the full range of
cognition. This leads to the examination of the various properties of
the many different cognitive tasks that are encountered by contemporary
human beings, as well as examining the properties of the cognitive
activities induced by such tasks and the judgment and decision making
behavior that follows. Various properties of cognitive tasks are therefore

*• % listed, the various properties of cognitive activites that are associated
with these task properties are indicated, and predictions are made
regarding the behavior that follows from various cognitive activities..4
The central role of time in all studies of cognition is deemed to be s3
important that it is given separate treatment. And the convergence of
the major concepts of the Continuum Theory with the recent results of
brain research that focuses on the lateralization of structure and
function are discussed.
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The Intaeration of Research in Judgmezvt and Decision Theory

'Kenneth R. Hammond

Judg/ment and decision research occupies the middle range of the

field of cognition. Research on problem-solving and thinking provides

a boundary on one side: studies of social perception provide a

boundary on the other. These are uneasy boundaries in that it is

often uncertain exactly where they lie, how permeable they ar:e, and to

what extent the neighbors should be interested in what is going on

over the fence. The first step toward the integration of the field of

judgment and decision research reached out toward these boundaries

with its construction of a theoretically neutral framework that would

allow, and thus encourage, description and compariison of various

approaches. This step was accomplished with the publica~tion of "Human

Judgment and Decision Making: Theories, Methods and Procedures"

(Hammond, McClelland, & Mumpower, 1980). A second step is being taken

with the preparation of a "Glossary of Terms Used in Judgment and

Decision Research," to be published in 1981, by Anderson, Hammond,

McClelland and Shanteau.

The present report constitutes the third step toward the goal of

integration; it presents a theory of cognition within which each

approach to that topic has a special., identifiable place and function,

and thereby makes its special contribution without. replacing others.

Such a unifying theory is in sharp contrast to a replacement theory,

i.e., a new theory which replaces, or "overthrows" a theory currently

held. A unifying, rather than a replacement, theory is required for

r'•'77
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the field of judgment and decision research because it is so amoiphous

that a replacement theory could hardly succeed: no single theory or

approach so dominates the field that its demise would be a crippling

event. And although the advocates of various theoretical approaches

have no doubt gratuitously over-generalized their findings to domains

beyond their scope (as all theorists must), no approac)' seriously

argues that its conceptual framework is so broad (and so demonstrably

successful) that it should replace all others.

The goal of the unifying theory to be pres5ented here is,

therefore, to make it possible for various approaches not only to be

seen in relation to one another, but whenever possible, to become
mutually supportive. If such a theory were to be successful, it would

result in the incorporation rather than the abandonment of rapidly

accumulating research results, so many of which are now being

submerged in the aschives for the lack of a theoretical lifeline.

Unification, then, is the aim of the theory to be presented, and

advocated, here.

In order to achieve this goal I shall try to meet Popper's

requirements for a unifying theory: "The new theory should proceed

from some eimple, new, and powerful unifying id4.a about some

connection or relation (such as gravitational attraction) between

hitherto unconnected things (such as planets and apples) or facts

(such as inertial or gravitational mass) or new 'theoretical entities'

(such as field and particles)4 (1963, p. 241). In his endorsement of C

these requirements Bronowski indicated why unifying ideas are

attractive: "We want to feel that the world can be understood as a

A
& _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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unity, and that the rational mind can find ways of loolting at it that

are simple, new and powerful exactly because they unify it" (1977,

p. 101).

Such a goal is an ambitious ono for the rather new field of

judgment and decision researchl but it Jis not an idiosyncratic gocl;

it is important to the closely related fieA'd of memory research as

well, as the following quotation from a review of "Perspectives in

Memory Research" illustrates. "the overriding impression the reviewer

is left with is that the field is diverging at an unprecedented rate

and that the prospects of theoretical unification have never been more

remote" (Watkins, 1980, p. 756).

:1 begin by describing five promises which serve as the basis of

the Cognitive Continuum Theory that aiins at unification. A

FIVE PREMISES

First, various mcde-s, or forms, of cognition can be ordered in

relation to one -another on a continuum that is marked by intuitive

cognition at one polEc and analytical cognition at the other, in

contrast to the trad.ttional dichotomy, or antinomy, that has been

posited between these modes of zogn4 tion,

Second, forms of vcogr';ion that lie on the continuum between

intuition and analysis inc.lude olemnts of both intuition and analysis

and are included under the term g a~si-ratioiality. It is the most

common form of cognition, is 1Lnown to 'ti layman as "common sense,"

and is related tU Simon's concept of "bounded rationality."

Third, the propertioa of cognitive tasks permit them to be

ordered on & continuum with regard to the4.." capacity to induce

777r777
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intuition, quasi-rationality and analysis. Thus, an a priori relation

can be specified between the properties of cognitive tasks and the

modes of cognition induced by them.

Fourth,, cognitive activities move along the intuitive-analytical

continuum over time; as they do so the relative contributions to

cognition of intuitive and analytic components of quasi-rationality

will change. Successful cognition inhibits mo-,iemnt, failure

stimulates it.

Fifth, intuition, quasi-rationality and analysis are cognitive

functions that have structural counterparts in the brain.

Explanation of Premises

Various modes, or forms, of cognition can be ordered in relation

to one another on a continuum that is identified by intuitive

cognition at one pole and analytical cognition at the other.

The idea of a cognitive continuum runs counter to the traditional

absolute distinction drawn between intuition and analysis, and the

competition between them. This dichotomy can be found throughout the

history of man's epistemological efforts (see, for example, any

history of philo!.ýophy), but a striking, modern account of the recentI

(17th century ff.) distinction between them can be found in Isaiah

Berlin's work, where intuition and analysis arn described as "rival

forms of knowing" (1978). M4oreover, the absolute distinction andI
competition between them has long been emphasized in science, where

intuition has been identified with creativity and the pictorial

representation of ideas, in opposition to empiricism and theI
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analytical modes of logic and mathematics. The consequences of the

opposition of these modes of cognition cen be seen in the introduction

by J. Wechsler to an essay by Arthur Miller in "On. Aesthetics in

Science" (Wechsler, 1978):

Arthur Miller introduces in his essay a new a.iproach to the

development of quantum theory, emphasizing the drama and the

force of imagery and metaphors in the development of a

theory of atomic phenomena. Aesthetic judgments played a

major role in this period--an aesthetic of waves and/or

particles and the choice of a mathemat.i.cal formalism.

Whereas Heisenberg's mode of thinking committed him to

continue to work with a corpuscular-based theory lacking

visualization, Bohr, Born, and Schrodinger believed

otherwise; their need for the customary intuition linked

with visualization was strong. Heisenberg's reply was that

a new definition of intuition was necessary, linking it with

the mathematical formalism of his new quantum mechanics.

Visualization was regained through Bohr's personal aesthetic

choice of the complemantarity of wave and particle pictures,

thereby linking physical theory with our experiences of the

world of sensation. What is so remarkable about this period

is that the intense struggle between these physicists

surfaced in their scientific papers. (p. 72)

The persistent conflict between scientists who employed

different modes of cognition in the history of science is documented

in detail by Holton (1973), but the contrast between contemporary

I. . . .
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scientists is vividly illustrated by Freeman Dyson in his description

of his dialogues with his colleague, Nobel prize-winnsr Richard

Feynman:

The reason Dick's physics was so hard for ordinary

physicists to grasp was that he did not use equations.

Since the time of Ncwton, the usual way of doing theoretical

physics had been to begin by writing down some equations and

then to work hard calculating solutions of the equations.

This was the way Hans and Oppy and Julian Schwinger did

physics. Dick just wrote down the solutions out of his head

without ever writing down the equations. He had a physical

picture of the way things happen, and the picture gave him

the solutions directly, with a minimum of calculation. It

was no wonder that people who had spent their lives solving

equations were baffled by him. .cneir minds were analytical;

his mind was pictorial. (Dyson, 1979, p. 55-56)

Note how the distinction between intuition and analysis is cast

into "rival" forms of knowing by Barlin, into a "struggle" by

Wechsler, and how Dyson deepens the distinction by asserting that

scientists whose "minds are analytical" are "baffled" by those whose

minds are "pictorial." These comments illustrate the common

expression of an antinomy between these modes of cognition in contrast

to the continuum that is presented here.

But a striking, and perhaps unique, illustration of the

intuitive-pictorial mode of cognition appearing together with the

analytical-verbal mode may be seen in the diagrams from Darwin's

LL9
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I
notebooks, presented in Figures 1 and 2. Gruber searched out these

diagrams during his analysis of Darwin's creation of the theory of

evolution (Gruber, 1974, 1980;). Gruber, a close student of3
scientific creativity, provides these comments on Darwin's diagrams:

In the origin of Species there is only one diagram, one

gtUding image--the "tree of life" depicting the theoretical

model of branching evolution referred to repeatedly

throughout the Origin (p. 141) . ... Darwin was able to

use even his first crude version of the tree schema to

produce further deductions (italics mine). He sees

immediately that the branching tree model accounts for

certain discontinuities in nature. (1974, pp. 142-143)

Gruber then emphasizes Darwin' s use of analytical cognition by

observing that Darwin "stresses the point that conserving the number

of species requires extinction and explores in a tuasi-mathematical

form (italics mine) the amount of divergence" (1974, p. 144).

Examination of Darwin's visualization, his pictorial image of

evolution described by him as what "I think" in the upper left hand -
Figure 1 here

corner of his diagram), together with his analytical-verbal deduction

(indicated by the underlining of "requires" in the upper right hand

side) thus provides us, thanks -to Gruber's perspicacity, with a marvel

of cognition: intuition and analysis are joined on the very same page

4 4
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in one of man's greatest cognitive achievements.

Summary. Premise One is the essential element- of a unifying

theory. Shifting from the idea of dichotomous, compfting forms of

cognition to the idea of cognition as a continuum makes it possible to

see cognition in a variety of forms which various researchers have

selected for study. It now remains for us to work out the details of

the relation oZ these forms to one another, particularly in the area
of human judgment and decision making. This brings us to Premise 2.

Premise 2

Forms of cognition that lie on the continuum between intuition

and analysis include elements of both intuition and analysis and a:,e

included under the term cmasi-rationalitv. It is the most common form

of cognition, is known to the layman as "common sense," and is r'*iated

to Simon's concept of "bounded rationality."

The explanation of Premise 2 requires first the clarification of

the meaning of its critical terms: analysis, intuition and

quasi-rationality; the analytical-intuitive distinction is treated

first.

The meaning of analysis or analytical thought in ordinary

language is clear; it signifies a step-by-step, conscious, logically

defensible process of problem-solving. The ordinary meaning of

intuition signifies the opposite, a cognitive process that somehow

permits the achievement of an answer, solution, or idea without the

use of a conscious, logically defensible, step-by-step process.

Analysis has always had the advantage over intuition in clarity of

meaning because its meaniig could be explicated by the overt reference
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to a logical and/or mathematical argiment or model; moreover,

analytical thought is the basis of rationalityl rational argument

itself nrlls for an overt, step-by-step, defensible process. Thus,

analytical thought and taert definition are part of the same system of

thought. Not so with intuition; throughout its history it has

acquired a mystique, an ineffable, undefinable character. Because

this concept has received only episodic treatment in the literature,

we are fortunate that in 1967 Westcott provided an excellent

historical review and thoughtful analysis of the concept of intuition.

Westcott reviews first the history of intuitionism in philosophy

and then traces its history in psychology. His treatment of the

concept of intuition in the study of social Judgment and decision

making is restricted to the work by Bronfenbrenner, Harding, and

Gallwey (1958), Bruner (19571 196E) and others, including Cline and

Crutchfield, as u-'.l as the literature in clinical judgment up to 1967

Uincluding the work of Meehl, Oskamp, and Sarbin); none of the work on

behavioral decision theory or Brunswikian research is referenced,

however. As a result, there is almost no overlap between Westcott's
3

review and Slovic and Licthenstein's 1971 review which appeared only

four years later.

Westcott concludes his chapter on "Psychological Concepts of

Intuition" by observing (p. 52) that "The teru 'intuition' continues

to appear in works of all kinds--used precisely or loosely, with or

without acknowledgement of sotices.o That observation can be repeated

with assurance today. For example, Westcott notes (p. 39) that "In

Bruner's work (1961) . . . concerned with education, the term
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'intuitive thinking' is indexed 24 times." Wescott indicates that,

despite its prominence, Bruner provided no clear definition of his use

of the term, although Wescott does note that, "Probably the single

definition which encompasses the bulk of his uses is: 'the

intellectual technique of arriving at plausible but tentative

formulations without going through the analytical steps by which such

formulatioin would be found to be valid or invalid conclusions'."

if Westcott believed these circumstances to be unsatisfactory in

1967, he would find that matters have changed little, or become worse,

for a similar result can be found in a recent review of work in

attribution theory and judgment and decision research by Fischhoff

(1976) in which the word intuitive (or intuition) appears 22 times in

a 24-page chapter, yet does not receive definition. The centrality of

the word is indicated by the fact that Fischhoff uses it in his

opening paragraphs to contrast research in attribution theory with

research in judgment theory, thus: "Kelley (1973) compares man to an

intuit:Lve scientist; in a central article on judgment research, Sloviu

and Lichtenstein (1971) seriously question the notion of man as an

intuitive statistician" (p. 421). The pervasiveness of the term in

the judgment and decision literature is indicated by the fact that

neither the word "intuition" nor "intuitive" were indexed.

Wescott's review makes clear the fact that the concept of

intuition has played a central, pervasive, but uncertain and ambiguous

role in the history of the study of cognition in psychology. For 0

whereas the concept of analytical cognition has always benefitted from

having a standard in some normative theory or nmodel of cognition

1,, 0
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(e.g.., Mill's Canons, statistical logic) from which it can depart,

intuitive cognition has not had the benefit of any overt, agreed-upon

anchors. As a result, the forms toward which intuitive cognition

moves have been discovered piece-meal, are often contradictory, and

lack conceptual coherence.

The current point (f departure for the empirical atudy of

intuitive cognition within the general framework of judgment and

decision research has also emphasized analytical models (e.g., Bayes'

Theorem). In what may became a landmark review, Slovic, Fischhoff and

Lichtenstein (1977) emphasized the trend in research that focuses on

the inadequacies of intuitive cognition in relation to what such

models of analytical cognition require. In addition, their review

also documented the results of the theoretical open-endedness of

current conceptions of intuition that take analytical models for their

point of departure; the principal result being a variety of post hoc

explanations and descriptions of departures from the analytical model;

new experiments that include new conditions provide a new set of

explanations. Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein emphasize the

diffuze nature of the rsults they review by quoting Krantz, Atkinson,

Luce and Suppes (1974) as follows: "There is no lack of technically

excellent papers in this area but they give no sense of any real

cumulation of knowledge."

Despite the lack of conciptual analysis of the concept of

intuition in judgment and deci'sion research, the review by Slovic,

Fischhoff and Lichtenstein (1977) makes it clear that two sharply

different views of intuition exist, and that there is an important
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difference between them that motivates and guides current researcb.

Positive and negative views of intuitive cognition. Wescott's

definition of intuition is definitely positive. Obviously it is a

great advantage to be able to "arrive at plausible but tentative

formulations (i.e., answers) without going thirough the analytical

steps by which such formulations would bo found to be valid or invalid

conclusions" (p. 39). Suxely it wwull be desirable to achieve

plausible answers by "leaping over" the analytical steps necessary to

produce and thus to justify them. Even t!te definition provided in

Webster's Third International Dictionary As positive, thus: "Coming

to direct knowledge or certainty without reasoning or inferring;

immediate cognizance or conviction without reasoning."

Simon, in an article co-authored with Larkin, McDermott and D.

Simon (1980), also takes the positive view. Expert performance in

solving physics problems is identified with the une of intuition,

thus:

So wc. "explain" superior problem-solving skill by calling it

"talent,' "intuition," "Judgment," and

"imagination." . . . A person with good physical intuition

can often solve difficult problems rapidly and without much

conscious deliberation about a plan of attack .... But o

admitting the reality of physical intuition is simply the

prelude to demanding an explanation for it. How does it

operate, and how can it be acqaired? (p. 1335)

And although the adjective "physical" precedes "intuition," it is j
doubtful that any restriction is intended, for they indicate that 3

0
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"expertness [intuition] probably has much the same foundations

.aherever encountered" (p. 1336).

in the positive view, intuition Js hailed as an unmitigated

cognitive asset; it indicates that enormous benefits may be provided

by unconscious "leaps" to new discoveries, and the enormous benefits

have often been cited in the Listory of mathematics, science, the arts

ank humanities. Seldom, if evor, does the positive view of ititultiun

admit that there might be flaws in this process, or mention the

pousibility of costs of error; seldom does the positive view

acknowledge that there might be negative aspects of intuition that are

intrinsic to it. Not unexpectedly, the intuitive mode of cognition

has generally been advocated by what the hiotorian of ideas calls the

"counter-enlightenment" of the 18th Century in which the scientific.

rational approach to human affa!.rs in general was denigrated as

inappropriate, false and misleading.

In sharp contrast, it is generally the scientific, rational

approach that has held the negative view of intuition, and it is this

approach that has produced the research that indicates that intuitive

cognition is inherently flawed. This is the view that is described so

well in the Slovic at al. (1977) review, and is also neatly

epitomized by the title of Ross's 1977 article: "The intuitive

psychologist and his shortcomings: Distortions in the attr:ibution

process," and made the central theme in Nisbett and Ross's "HumAn

inference: strategies and shortcomings of social judgment" (1980).

In thi negative view, the cognitive prouess that "arrives at plausible

but tentative formulotions without going through the analytical steps"! i
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is usually (if not always) not only wrong but misleadingly convincing.

No one can read throu.ýh thle 4udgment and decision literature of the

60's and 70's without drawing the conclusion that intuition is a

hazard, that it is a process that cannot be trusted, not only because

it is inherently flawed by "biases," but because the person who

renorts to it is innocently overconfident when employing it (Slovic et

al., 1977). This point of view reached its culmination in Slovic's

(1976) startling announcement that "Man may be an intellectual

cripple." And, Slovic might have added, research shows that human

beings are blissfully ignorant of their cognitive "biases,"

"shortcomings," "distortions," and generally "crippled" cognitive

ability. A similar ncgative view is expressed by Kahneman and Tversky

(1979), upon whose work Ftsbett and Ross base their book, when they

reply to Cohen's (1979) critique by saying:

in conclusion, we can only invite the reader to look at the

data presented in our papers and to judge whether the

observed insensitivity to sample size, prior probability and

reliability of evidence should be viewed as mistakes, which

,many of us are prone to make but would wish to correct, or I
as opinions which should be hold with pride and confidence.

(1979, pp. 410-411) Q

In short, the positive view observes and celebrates successes, while

failures are ignored or forgotteni the negative view observes (and, I
one suspects, also celebrates) failures; acco'mts of successful

intuition are conspicuously absent from the research that endorses the

neqative view.
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Despite their sharp differences, both positive and negative views

share a common .pint of departure, namely, the analytical model; that

is, the positive view praises, the negative view denigrates, the

ability of intuitive cognition to reach oonclusionu that an analytical

model would provide. But the heavy dependence on the analytical model

as a point of departure for the study of cognition is not an absolute

neceasityl it was, in fact, rejected by two major theorists in

psychology, Brunswik and Heider, and we now turn to their

comprehensive view of cognition, for it will provide the basis for the

presont approach.

Brunswik and Heider on the merits of cmuai-rationalitX and com_.n

sens_..e* BrunswAi and Heider provide two major exceptions to the use of •

analticl mdel, tat i, rtioalim, s a inge rferncepoint

for the study of cognition; both theorize about the entire range of

•I=, cognitive activityl that means that the intuitive aspects of cogniti~on

ii are to be identified and described in theoretical. terms as well as the

S~analytical aspects; each is to be seen in relationi to the oth•er. The

principal diffirence between the two theorists is that Brunwaik

emphasized and enriched our conception of the environmental or tisk

conditions that lead to different modes of cognition, whereas Hilder

emphasized and enriched oar conception of the cognitive conditions

that lead to different types of behavior. Zn order to see how the

entire range of cognition is adxerssed by Brunswik, I provide his most

explicit i'reatment of the differences between intuitive and analytical

cognitioin, which is presented in terms of the distinction between

thinking and perceptlon, as follows:

4 !I
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The entire pattern of the reasoning [in contrast to

perception] . . . resembles the switching of trains at a

multiple junction, with each of the possible courses being

well organized and of machine-like precision yet leading to

drastically different deatinationb on~y one of which is

acceptable in the light of the cognitive goal. This pattern

is illustrative of ULs dangers inherent in explicit logical

operatiois. The relative ease of switching off at any one

of a series of choice points in a basically linear,

unidimensional, all-or-none series of relays is at least in

part the result of the precise formulation, yet relatively

small number of basic cues, involved in most typical

reasoning tasks. The combination of channeled mediation, on

the one hand, with precision or else grotesquely scattered

error in the results, on the other, may well be symptomatic

of what appears to be the pure case of explicit intellectual

fact-finding.

On the other hand, as we have seen, intuitive

perception must simultaneusly integrate many different

avenues of approach, or cues. .. . [It] must remain

based on insufficient evidence, that is, on criteria none of

which is foolproof or fully ecologically 'valid.' . . . It

is the insufficiency of single cues which must be seen as

responsible for the establishment in perception of

'cue-family-hierarchies' (the phrase coined in analogy to

Hull's 'habit-family-hierarchy,' see Brunswik, 1952, p.
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19). . ..

A further feature, often noted by introupectionists in

search of a distinctior between intuitive perception and

thinking, is the flash-like speed of perceptual responises.

It is a biologically very Naluabla foarure, especially where

llfe is constantly thre&tened by sudden danger or where

chancas of success depend on quick action. The almost 4
instantaneous promptness of perc6ption could hardly be

achieved without the stereotype and superficiality in the

utilization of cues which we have noted anid which makes for

a certain intrinsic "stupidity" of the perceptual apparatus

(see Brunswik, 1934, pp. 19 f., 128, 223 ff.).

The various rivalriaro and compromises that chairacterize

these dynamics of check and balance in perception must be

seen as chiefly responsible for the above noted relative

infrequency of precision in perception. On the other hand,

the organic multiplicity of factors entering the process

A constitutes an effective safeguard against drastic error in

perception. . . . the "stupidity" of perception thus is by

no means to be construed to mean maladaptiveness; as we all

know, life has survived on relative stupidity from time

5 immemorial, and if threatened in its existence it is so by

malfunctioning of the intellect rather than by

malfunctioning of perception.

Considering all the pros and cons of achievement, the / /

balance sheet of perception versus thinking may thus seem

Si
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seriously upset against thinking, unquestioned favorite of a

culture of .'ational enlightenment as the latter has been.

From the point of view of strategy, perception would

likewise appear to have gained in statlir' by our realization

of its inherent "vicarious ftunctioning., So long as we

accept, with Hunter (1928) and Tolman (1932), vicariousness

as the foremost objective criterion of behavioral

purposiveness, perception must appear as the more truly

behavior-like function when compared with deductive

reauoning with its machine-like, precariously one-tracked,

tight-rope modes of procedure. The constantly looming

catastrophes of the intellect would be found more often to

develop into catastrophes of action were it not for the

mellowing effect of the darker, more feeling-like and thus

more dramatically convincing primordial layers of cognitive

adjustment. (1956, pp. 91-93)

Thus, we see that Brunswik provided conceptual descriptions of

both types of cognitive activity; the intuitive form of cognition was

described as well as the analytical form; most important, cognitive

problems were not limited to those to which an analytical model can

readily speak.

Heider's (1958) approach is similar; and although he does not

differentiate as sharply as he might between intuition and common

sense, he states his admiration for the value of common sense at the

outset of his book, thus:

the study of common-sense psychology may be of value because
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of the truths it contains, notwithstanding the fact that

many psychologists have mistrvsted and even looked down on

such unschooled understanding of humar behavior. For thesea
psychologists, what one knows intuitively, what one

understands through untrained reflection, offers little--at

best a superficial and chaotic view of things, at worst a

distortion [c.f. Nisbett and Ross, 19801 of psychological

events. They point, for example, to the many contradictions

that are to be found in this body of material, such as

antithet3cal proverbs or contradictions in a person's

interpretation of even simple events. But can a scientist

accept such contradictions as proof of the worthlessnesu of

common-sense psychology? If we were to do so, then we would

also have to reject the scientific approach, for history Is

fraught with contradictions among theories, and even among

experimental findings. We would have to concur with Skinner

who actually draws this conclusion in regard to

theory-making in the psychology of learning (Skinner, 1950).

This book defends the opposite point of view, namely, 4
that. scientific psychology has a good deal to learn from

• common-sense psychology. In interpersonal relations,

perhaps more than in any other field of knowledge, fruitful

concepts and hunches for hypothesis lie dormant and

unformulated in what we know intuitively .... Whitehead,

writing as a philosopher, mathematician, and educator, has

still further elevated the status of common-sense ideas by

:Js
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according to them an essential place in all sciences. He

has stated:

whole apparatus of common sense thought. That is

the datum from which it starts, and to which it

must recur. ... You may polish up couimon sense,

you may contradict it in detail, you may suprise

it. but ultimately your whole task is to satisfy

it. (Whitehead, 1929, p. 110.)

Oppenheimer, the physicist, has also stated this view with

equal firmness:

adaptations of common sense. [Italics mine]

(Oppenheimer, 1956, p. 128) . . .

Actually, all psychologists use common-sense ideas in their

scientific thinking; but they usually do so without

analyzing them and making them explicit. (1958, pp. 5-6)

This strongly positive view of common sense by Heider, the

psychologist who introduced attribution theory, is in sharp (and

curious) contrast to the negative view expressed by current advocates

of attribution theory (e.g., Nisbett and Ross, forthcoming 1981) who

have emphasized the negative characteristics of cognition, namely, its

"distortions" and "shortcomings," in line with the general trend noted

by Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein in their 1977 review mentioned

above and confirmed by Einhorn and Hogarth in their 1980 review.

I cite at length the views of Brunswik and Heider because they

can provide the basic theoretical materials upon which a broad,

comprehensive theory of social judgment and decision making (as well

0
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as problem-solving) can be constructed. In the next section, the

nature of such a comprehensive theory is described.

A.comprehensive view of cogni~tion. in the comprehensive view

advocated here the (generally neglected) intuitive pole of cognitionI
is as strongly anchored in theory and task conditions as the

(generally well-treated) analytical pole of cognition; most important,

the full range of task conditions and cognitive activities between the

poles of the cognitive continuum is considered as well. Intuition,

therefore, is not described as a cognitive process that "omits steps,"

or that entails a "distortion" or "shortcoming," or employs a

"heuristic* that provides an incorrect answer to problems for which

current analytical tools would have provided a correct answer, had

they been used; it is not defined in terms of what it ia not. Correct

as these descriptions of intuitive cognition may be (a matter we

engage in detail below), they can apply only to those restricted cases

to which a specific analytical model may justifiably be employed, and

f or which, therefore, omitted steps can be identified and described a

priori.

Moreover, the comprehensive view, on the other hand, considers

the "middle ground" of the cognitive continuum, rather than simxply the

departure from rationality in the form of an analytical model.* And it

does so because the value of that "middle ground" (Brurnswik' a

V quasi-rationality, Heider's commion sense) can bin justified with regard

to its functional utility in those environmental circumstances in

which the use of analytical models (a) cannot be unconditionally

employed, i.e., a single specific model cannot be justifiably employed
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by either researcher or subject sheerly on analytical grounds, and (b)

analytical models are not available for employment by the researcher.

In neither of these cases may an analytical model be used as a

standard against which to evaluate the subject's cognitive activity.

Each is discussed in turn.

Analytical models available but not unconditionally emnloyabla by

researcher or sut ect. Circumstances in which analytical models are

available but cannot be justifiably employed include those in which

there ia no single, concensus-based criterion which will permit the

investigator to choose among competing analytical models. This topic

receives the following comment from Einhorn and Hogarth (in press) in

their chapter in the Annual Review of Psychology, a comment which

marks the advance in sophistication in the field between 1977 and

1981.

Task vs Optimal Model of Task

We begin by offering a definition of optimalityl viz.,

decisions or judgments that maximize or minimize some

explicit and measurable criterion (e.g., profits, errors,

time) conditional on certain environmental assumptions and a

specified time horizon. The importance of this definition

is that it stresses the conditional nature of optimality.

For example, Simon (1979) points out that because of the

complexity of the environment, one has but two alternatives:

either to build optimal models by making simplifying

environmental assumptions; or to build heuristic models that

maintain greater environmental realism (also see Wimsatt,
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1980). Unfortunately, the coaditional nature of optimal

models has not been appreciated and too few researchers have

considered their limitations. For instance, it has been

found that people are insufficiently regressive in their

predictions (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). While this is no

doubt true in stable situations, extreme predictions are not

suboptimal in non-stationary processes. In fact, given a

changing process, regressive predictions are suboptirial.

The problem is that extrome responses can occur at random or

they can signal changes in the underlying process. For

example, if you think that Chrysler's recent large losses

are being genexated by a stable process you should predict

that profits will regress up to their mean level. However,

if you take :he large losses as indicating a deteriorating

quality of management and worsening market conditions, you

should be predicting even more extreme losses. Therefore,

the optimal prediction is conditional on which hypothesis

you hold.

The above is not an isolated case. For example, Lopes

(1980) points out that the conclusion that people have

erroneous conceptions of randomness (e.g., Slovic,

IKunreuther & White, 1974), rests on the assumption that

well-defined criteria of randomness exist. She convincingly

demonstrates that this is not the case. Or consider the

work on probability revision within the Bayesian framework

(e.g., Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971). Much of this work
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makes assumptions (conditional independence, perfectly

reliable data, well defined sample spaces), that may not

characterize the natural environment. Moreover, alternative

normative models for making probabilistic inferences have

been developed based on assumptions different from those

held by Bayesians (Schaeffer, 1976; Cohen, 1977; also see

Schum, 1979, for a discussion of Cohen). In fact, Cohen's

model rests on a radically different system that obeys rules

quite different from the standard probability calculus.

Competing normative models complicate the definition of what

is a "bias" in probability judgment and has already led to

one debate (Cohen, 1979; Kahnuman & T"versky, 1979b). Such

debate is useful if for no other reason than it focuses

attention on the conditionality of normative models. To

consider human judgment as suboptimal without discussion of

the limitations of optimal models is naive.

The difference between Slovic et al. (1977) and Einhorn and

Hogarth (in press) is epitomized in the final sentence of the above

quotation; there are no remarks about naivete in Slovic et al., (1977)

with regard to the use of analytical models. The difference lies in

the newly-found observation that circumstances exist in which several

analytical models may be available; the choice of which to employ as a

standard will then be the result of quasi-rational cogniti-v' activity.

Simon (1979) makes the same point with regard to the

quasi-rational choice of analytical models (i.e., theories) in

economics when he says: "Thux economists who are zealous in insisting
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that economic actors maximize turn around and become catisficers when

the evaluation of their own theories is concerned," (p. 495).

Simon's observation fits with that of Whitehead quoted by Heider (p.

6, 1958): "Science is rooted in what I have just called the whole

apparatus of common sense thought. That is the datum from which it

starts and to which it must recur . . . . You may polish up common

sense, you may contradict it in detail, you may surprise it. But

ultimately your whole task is to satisfy it" (Whitehead, 1929. p.

110). Simon's and Whitehead's remarks are borne out in an unexpected,

and, one must say, ironical, way by the response made by Kahnemen &

Tversky (1979) to Cohen (1979) indicated above in which these authors,

in the same sentence in which they denigrate the "mictakes" of human

judgment, invite their readers to "Judge" the issue between Cohen and

themselves, and thus to become subject to the very "mistakes" which

Kahneman and Tversky warn against. In short, if there is more than

one analytical mcdel to choose from, economic theorists, psychological

researchers and the man in the street, resort to their quasi-raticnal

judgment in their effort to choose among them, and no single

analytical model can be used to evaluate thuse judgments. This

conclusion was not obvious in 1977.

* L The point is not to deny thaL the use of a singular analytical

model can be fully justified by the researcher on well-specified

occasions and thus used to evaluate the cognitive activity that

produced the judgments and choices of subjects. Rather, the

application of analytical models as evaluative devices must carefully

delineate the conditions on those occasions in which such models are

ii
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employed, a delineation that has not always occurred, as Einhorn &

Hogarth (in press) note. Most important, on those occasions in which

the researcher identifies or employs a task that is not fully

susceptible to analytical cognition, the behavior of the subject

should be evaluated in lir.ht of that information. In this way,

Simon's economists who prefer (analytical) maximizing theories, but

exercise quasi-rational cognitive activity in their choices among such

theories, are simply coping with a leps-than-fully-azialytical task

(for which no singular ana.Lytical choice model is available) in a

less-than-fully-analytical manner. In Whitehead' s words they are

attempting to "satisfy" common sense; in Simon's words, they

"satisfice"; in our terms, they are quasi-rational; in any case, they

may be behaving appropriately in the absence of a singular analytical

model, rather than stupidly deceiving themselvea (an argument to be

developed in detail below in relation to the match between modes of

cognition and task characteristics).

Analytical models not available for employment by researchers or

sublect. In many circumstances analytical modelo cannot be employed

because none exist; in other circumstances, only partially analytical

models are available. More geneTally, it will be useful to consider a

continuum along which models of environments can be ordered from u
"hard" to Wsoft." At one end, the terrestrial macro-physical

environment (or at least large segments of it) can be modeled by a

"hard," singular (e.g., Newtonian) model. Such analytical models are 0

hard because they are fully explicable by measurable parameters, long

theoretically and empirically Justified. At the other end of the

0
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continuum are those personal-social environments for whLch only

partially defensible models exist; that is, those environments that

are partially understood, often called unstructured or "ill

structured" (Simon's phrase) tasks. These environments contain some

"hard" parameters that are measurable and whose relations are

dnpirically verifiable, but also include oome "soft" parameters for

which non-ratraceable judgments must be substituted for retraceable

measurements. Analysis of the cognitive activity of subjects who must

exercise their judgment in tlAeiu circumstances is at least as

important as the analysis of their cognitive activity in the case of

those circumstances at the polar extreme at. which analytical models

(such as Bayes' Theorem) are readily available. Of course, some

environmental models are completely "soft".

The comprehensive view of cognition thus takes into account not

only those judgment and decision tasks for which analytical models may

be employed to evaluate the rationality or logical defensibility of

cognition but those tasks for which only quasi-rationality may be

justified. We turn now to a description of this concept.

Quasi-rationality. 7he concept of quasi-rationality arose from

Brunswik's description oZ. perception as a "compromise" between the

proximal (retinal) pole, and the distal pole, the object in the

environment. Quasi-rationality is the term to be applied to the

compromise between the poles of cognition--intuition and analysis.

And just as ccnditionw of illumination may pull the perception of an

object toward the pole of retinal size and thus away fron% object size

(or the reverse), so may task conditions pull cognitive activity

iI
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toward intuition and away from analysis (or vice versa). Thus, an

either-or position with regard to intuition and analysis is avoided.

As Brunswik put it, "In this light perception and the different

varieties of thinking begin to reveal themselves as but different

forms of imperfect reasoning, each with its own particular brands of

virtues and 'stupidity,' if the term be permitted .... "( Hammond,

1966, p. 491).

Brunswik linked the concept of quasi-rationality directly to

research in judgment in his 1952 monograph , thus:

In an attempt at rational reconstruction of the ways of the

quasi-rational, with its reliance on vicarious cues each of

which is of limited validity, one may beut refer to a remark

of Thorndike [19181 comparing the impressionistic or

intuitive judge cf men to a device capable of performing

what is known to statisticians as multiple correlation. (p.

24)

Thus Brunswih introduces the theoretical basis for the use of multiple

regression as a mathematical model for quasi-rational cognition.

(Ncte the task conditions; numerous contemporaneously displayed,

intersubstitutable cues of limited validity.) Brunswik continues by

contrasting quasi-rationality with rationality: "By contrast,

man-made gun or tank-stabilizers and the related 'thinking machines'

may . . . perform in a practically foolproof manner. This is due to

the fact that they can usually be built with a concentration on a few

cues of maximal trustworthiness and thus dispense with the services of

cues of limited validity."
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Heider placed a similar emphasis on vicarious mediation in his

early and highly significant paper "Ding und Medium" in 1926, in which

the term "manifold of offshoots" or "event patterns" is used to refer

to mediation (in 1958) and he notes (1958, p. 35) the vicarious nature

of such mediation. I also argued at that time that "Vicarious

fu o " .. lies at the heart of the private, quasi-rational

nature of the clinical decision" (Hammond, 1955, p. 258). And, it

might have been said, vicarious functioning Uies at the heart of the

private, quasi-rational decisions that occur so frequently in social

circumstances .

Other task characteristics aside from dependence on "cues of

limited validity" that move cognition from its analytical form toward

quasi-rationality include the following: (a) a large number of cues

to be considered simultaneously rather than sequentially, (b) a short

time in which to make a judgment or reach a solution, (c) the

necessity of defining, labelling auzd mnasuring task dimensions

oneself, and, most important, (d) the absence of a familiar, readily

applied, organizing principle; others are listed and discussed in

detail below.

These task conditions lead to quasi-rational cognition that is

characterized by less-than-perfect cognitive control, unconscious,

rapid data processing in which raw data or events are stored in memory

*• and in which pictorial imagery appears, as well as other cognitive

conditions listed below. The behavior of subjects in which

quasi-rational cognition is induced will exhibit inconsistency of both

a temporal and logical variety, will be less awara of, and thus be
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less able to, retrace their judgment processes, will exhibit a brief

response time, and exhibit event mi~iory rather than memory for

principles. Further details are provided below in relation to Premise

3, in which a tighter and systematic link between task pr'operties,

cognitive properties and behavior is presented. Before establishing *

these links, however, it will be in the interests of unification to

examine the concept of "bounded rationality," introduced by Simon

(1957), because of the similarity between quasi-rationality and

bounded rationality, and also because of Newell and Simon'a (1972) ti1

acknowledgment of Brunawik's influence on their work.

There is some uncertainty in this writer's mind about theI

generality that Simon intends to impute to bounded rationality. For

while it has a large role in many of his articles dealing with

economic theory (see, e.g., his Nobel acceptance speech, 1979, p. 497

ff.), in which he notes that bounded rationality is largely brought

about by the "limits of man's ability to comprehend and compute in the

face of complexity and uncertainty" (p. 501), it is not mentioned in .
his "Sciences of the Artificial" (1969) nor in the recent article with

Larkin et a&1. (1980) regarding "physical intuition". indeed,

physical intuition appears to be highly rational and anything but

"bounded"; rather, its rational character is emphasized. For example:

"large numbers of patterns serve as an index to guide the expert in a

fraction of a second to relevaat parts of an information store. This

knowledge includes sets of rich schemata that can guide a problem's

interpretation anid solution and add crucial pieces of information.

This capacity to use pattern-indexed schemata is probably a large part

ALC
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of what we call physical intuition" (p. 1342).

The separation of the concept of bounded rationality from the

work in problem-solving is further illustrated in Simon's re'.ent1
article in Science (1980) in which he summarizes progress in the

social sciences and selects three areas for discussion because of the

"intellectual excitement they engender" (p. 73). They areI
"evolutionary theory . . . , the theory of rational choice . .

, [and] . . • the newly christened discipline (or interdiscipline)

of cognitive science" (p. 73). The clear separation of the topic of

"rational choice" from that of "cognitive science" is, from the point

of view of the present writer, curious, if not peculiar, but it does

offer an explanation for the separation of "bounded rationality" from

"list structure". Appirently Simon believes that these concepts apply

to two (entirely?) different topics, or even disciplines. Bounded

rationality does appear to be part of a theory of problem-solving as

well as part of a theory of choie, for although the clear impression

is given in the article with Larkin et al. (1980) that bounded

rationality is not applicable to the cognitive activity of experts, it

seems that it is applicable to the cognitive behavior of novices. If

this interpretation is correct, then we can conclude that in all cases

in which thu problev.-solver is a novice, "bounded rationality" and4
"satiaficing" will account for the difference between their

problem-solving behavior and that of the expert. Perhaps this can be

taken to mean that novices, but not experts, will exhibit the

properties of quasi-rational cognition indicated above. Even so, both

positive and negative views of bounded rationality may be found.
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Positive and negative views of bounded rationality. Bounded

rationality is apparently directed toward explaining the behavior of

physics problems (which may perhaps explain its absence from the two

ideasof liitedratioalit emphasize the extent to which

individuals and groups simplify a decision problem because

of the difficulties of anticipating or considering all

alternatives arnd all information . . . . They introduce, as

reasonable responses such things as step-functions, tastes,

simple search rules [cf. Thorngate, 1980) working backward,

organizational slack, incrementation, and muddling through,

uncertainty avoidance.

Further, bounded rationality is more apt to be found in connection

with, "Limitations of memory organization and retrieval and

information capauity" (p. 598).

March (1978) develops the broad implications of bounded

rationality in a manner quite different from Simon, and in doing so,

raises the same question regarding the positive and negative value of

quasi-rational cognition that was described earlier in connection with

intuition. Indeed, in this article March begins to look askance at

rationality. For example, after describing a variety of types of

rationality other than "calculated rationality" March observes that

"if behavior that apparently deviates from standard procedures of

calculated rationality can be shown to be intelligent, then it can
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plausibly be argued that models of calculated rationality are

deficient not only as descriptors of human behavior but also as guides

to intelligent choice" (p. 573). This comment elevates the concept

of bounded rationality to something better than "calculated

rationality.* Further,

One of Simon's contributions to the theory of choice was his

challenge of the self-evident proposition that choice

behavior necessarily would be improved if it were made more

* like the normative model of rational choice. By asserting

that certain limits on rationality stemmed from properties

* of the human organism, he emphasized the possibility that

actual human choice behavior was more intelligent than it

appeared (p. 57finutondscie

(cf. the negative view ofitiindsrbdabove). Moreover,

"goal ambiguity, like limited rationality, is not necessarily a fault

in human choice to be corrected but often a form of intelligent choice

to be refined by the techology of choice-rather than ignored by it"

(p. 598).

These remarks, and many similar ones in the same article, point

in the same direction as those made by Brunswik and Heider (and

others) regarding the positive value of quasi-rational cognition; they

suggest that elements other than "calculated rationality" may serve to

enhance "intelligent", that is, adaptive, successful bohaviorl they

are consistent with the positive view of the forms of cognition that

are not analytical, or "calculated". But if quasi-rationality needs

to be marked off from calculated rationality, it must also be
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separated from irrationality. Among his earliest (1957) discussions

of bounded rationality, Simon took pains to do just that:

Bounded Rationality Contrasted with "Irrationality."

It is important to distinguish between the principle of

bounded rationality . . . and the contemporary emphasis in

social psychology upon the affective, nonrational factors in

human behavior. Fashion in the scientific explanation of

man's behavior oscillates between theories that assign

supremacy to his reason and those that give predominance to

his passions. The synchronized push that Freud and Pareto

gave to this pendulum has, for the past generation, kept it

far over on the side of passion. . . . One of the

dLficulties--perhaps the most serious--in incorporatirg

cognitive processes in the theory of social behavior is that

we have not had a good description of thone processes . • .

the received theory of rational choice is a theory that

almost completely ignores the limits of humans as mechanisms

for computation and choice--what we have called the

principle of bounded rationality. (p. 200)

The parallel between Simon's (1957) views with Brunswik's (1952)

regarding the "rational reconstruction of the ways of the

quasi-rational" can be seen in the following paragraph from Simon

(1957, p. 200), in which it also important to note that Simon hints

that we may someday change our views about what is "rational":

The central task of these essays, then, is not to

substitute the irrational for the rational in the
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explanation of human behavior but to reconstruct the theory

of the rational, makinig of it a theory that can, with some

pretense of realism, be applied to the behavior of human

beings. When we have Y,!:ýe some progress with this

reconstruction, I believe that the return swing of the

pendulum will begin, that we will begin to interpret as

rational and reasonable many facets of human behavior that

we now explain in terms of affect. It is this belief that

leads me to characterize behavior in organizations as

"intendedly rational."

Negative views of quasi-rational activity are apt to be found in

the remarks of those who hold negative views of intuition (see above),

but it is difficult to be certain about the limits of these views.

For those researchers who hold negative views about intuiaion

* generally qualify these views by remarks that indicate that intuitive

cognition is "useful" on certain occasions. Specific denotations of

the circumstances under which "distortions," "shortcomings," and

"biases" will or will not be employed have not been developed as

clearly as one might have hoped, however. Be that as it may, antong

those who have taken a negative view of intuition, as, for enample,

Nisbe'tt and Ross (1980) have, none has offered the hypothesis

expressed b~y March, that bounded rationality may lead to more

"intelligent" decisions than "calculated rationality". None has

offered the suggestion that certain heuristics should be used in place

of calculated rationality when the latter can be used. All of which

raises the question of the congruence between the various
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characteristics of cognition and the characteristics of tognitive

tasks.

Congfruence between characteristics of cognition and

characteristics of cognitive tasks. current theory and research

focuses on one form of mismatch between modes of cognition and types

of cognitive tasks. The type of mismatch that is illustrated by those

emphasizing the negative view of cognition describes the application

of quasi-rationality (or bounded rationality) to problems that are

susceptible to calculated rationality arnd emphasizes the errors

("shortcomings and distortions") that follow from this type of

mismatch. This is an important case, to be sure, but it must not be

allowed to be mistaken for, or to obscure, the occurrence of other

mismatches namely, the application of analysis or "1calculated

rationality" where, as March (1978) pointo out, other aspects of

rationality might be applied. Nor are the results of the currently

emphasized mismatch to be gratuitously generalized to other

mismatches, a risk that is inherent in both the positive and the

negative view, in contrast to the uomprehensive view of cognition.

Dangerous as it may be for human beings to fail to employ

analytical cognition when it is appropriate and needed, the danger

from the opposite mismatch should not be overlooked. Indeed (as noted

above), Brunswik pointed out that the greater threat may well come

from the mismatch between task arid mode of cognition in which

analytical cognition is unrestrained by intuition, thus: "The

constantly looming catastrophes of the intellect would be found more

often to develop into catastrophes of action were it not for the
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darker, more feeling-like, and thus more dramatically convincing

primordial layers of cognitive adjustment" (1956, p. 93). Examples

of the mismatch that lead to "catastrophes of the intellect" are easy

to find as the analytical methods of science and technology come to be

applied to the confused and entangled social and environmental

problems that d•mand moral, as well as technical, judgments. The

analytical approach attributed (fairly or not) to the U.S. policy

makers during the Viet Nam war has come to be the major symbol of this

type of mismatch. (See Hampshire for a general treatment of the

misapplication of utilitarianism in "Public and Private Morality,"

1978.)

Strixing foresight regarding the dangers of the misapplication of

analytical coonJtIan is contained in the following sentence written by

Brunswik in 194L. Y•e perils oV entrusting decision making to linear

single-cue systemb iiA which te thzowing of a switch threatens

collapse are brought home more in earnest when we remember that

certainty-geared interaction may go wrong not only as to deductive

routines but also on the inductive leg of the inferential process"

(Hammoni, 1966, p. 490). March (1978) confirms this "peril" by

referring to the "tales of horror that have become contemporary

cliches of studies of rational analysis" (p. 588). (See also

Lindblom and Cohon regar4ing "Usable Knowledge," 1979.)

In the light of these remarkb, it may be useful to contrast polar

views regarding cognition that have been expressed in the past.

Hume's well-known admonition expresses the negative view of intuition:

"If we take in our hand any volume . let us ask, Does it

,J "L4
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t"contain any abstract reasoning concerning number or volume? Nr 'Nes

it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of f a, Pd

existence? No. Commit then to the flames, for it can contain nothing

but sophistry and illusion." Blake's reaction boldly celebrates the

positive view: "I come in the grandeur of inspiration to abolish

ratiocination." But Pascal's comprehensive viewpoint is the one

adopted here: "Two extravagances: To exclude Reason, to include only

Reason."

in the comprehensive view, all forms of cognition make special

contributions to adaptation and achievement, and every form of

cognition carries its own risks and benefits; none is to be seen asI

the prototype, or normative model, for all others. This means that

excessive zeal for the benefits of analytical cognition is to be

avoided if an asymmetrical, andI perhaps dangerous, view of cognition

is to be avoided, just as the romantic vision of the

counter-enlightenment is also to be treated with skepticism. TheI

frequently occurring oognitive tasks of the middle range for which

analytical models are useful and appropriate only in part, must be0

treated theoretically and empirically, as well as tasks for which an

analytical model can be readily found. Indeed, it is the tasks of the

middle range that should have the highest research priority, because

they pose the cognitive problems of everyday life. Additionally,

4;, tasks that induce quasi-rationality are the tasks that confront policy

makers; tasks for which a general outline, or theoretical framework,

of an analytical model may be availaible from the laboratory, or

computer, or pure theory, but for which the direct application ofI
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analytical models is inhibited, frustrated, or thwarted by the

tangled, poorly understood task conditions outside the laboratory (in

which social values are prominent) to which the analytical models must

be applied, often on a grand scale.

Summary. Premise one is essential to a unifying theory because

it presents cognition as a continuum, rather than a dichotomy.

Premise Two pursues the idea of a continuum further by asserting that

elements of both intuitive and analytical cognition are present in

most cognitive activity, that is, in most judgments and decisions.

Premise Two substitutes a comprehensive view of cognition for the

positive and negative views of intuition and analysis that are

currently held, and thus makes it possible to see work of various

researchers as coping with different c~ombinations of intuition and

analysis, that is, quasi-rationality. W'hat remains for us to4

* accomplish, then, is to describe the variety of task conditions in

detail, to discover the varieties of cognition induced by them, and

eventually to discover the appropriate relation between task

conditions and cognitive activity (cf. Brunswik, 1952; Simon, 1956).

Premise 3

The properties of cognitive tasks permit them to be ordered on a

continuum with regard to their capacity to induce elements of

intuitive and analytical cognition. Thus, an a priori relation is

specified between the propueties of cognitive tasks and the modes of

cognition induced by them.

The source of this premise is Tolman and Brunswik' s "Causal

Texture of the Environment" (1935). One of the few articles to
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emphasize the complexity (thus "textuza") of the task environment, its

current influence can be seen in the remarks of Newell and Simon, who,

in citing Tolman and Brunswik's work as the basis for theirs, say:

"Just as a scissors cannot cut paper without two blades, a theory of

thinking and problem solving cannot predict behavior unless it

encompasses both an analysis of the structure of task environments and

an examination of the limits of rational adaptation to task

requirementsE` (1972, p. 55). Somewhat earlier Simon (1969) also

observed that: "my general hypothesis [is] that in large part human

goal directed behavior s.Lmply reflects the shape of the environment in

which it takes place (p. 34).

Simon's emphasis on the importance of the structure of the

environment in evoking or inducing various cognitive processes was

most clearly stated, however, in his article entitled "Rational choice

and the structure of the environment" (1956). Although neither Tolman

nor Brunswik are referenced, the ideas expressed in this paper are

wholly compatible with theirs. Thus, for example:

Now if an organism is confronted with the problem of

behaving approximately rationally, or adaptively, in a

particular environment, the kinds of simplifications that

are suitable may depend not only on the 1

characteristics--sensory, neural and others--of the organism

but egually (italics mine] upon the structure of the

environment. Hence, we might hope to discover, by a careful

examination of some of the fundamental structural

characteristics of the environment, some further clues as to

.,,-
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the nature of the approximating mechanisms used in decision

making. (p. 130)

The parallel b)etween this programmatic statement and the key

statement made bj Hlrunswik in 1955 (Brunswik, 1957) at the Colorado

Symposium on Cognition is worth noting. According to Drcunswik,

Both organism and environment will hav¢e to be seen as

systems, each with properties of its own - . . . L`i4h hiek

surface and depth, or overt and covert regions .a...

follows that, much as psychology must be concerned with the

texture of the organism or of its nervous properties and

investigate them in depth, it must also be vcci7,rurned with

the texture of the environment. (1957, p. 5; 1;e00 aino

Hammond, 1966)

Despite these programmatic goals that emphasize the structure of

environmental tasks, far more attention has been given to

intra-organismic systems than environmental task systems by all

concerned. Rival theories of organismic systems of cognition

proliferate, but theories of task structure lack sufficient form to

achieve an identity, let alone competitiveness. Simon's theory of aS
"list structure" applies to organisms; where is the comparable concept

to be applied to the structure of the environmental task? Tversky and

Kahneman speak of heuristics that describe organismic cognitive

activity; but their conception of the environment is exhausted by an

analytical statistical model. Edwards (1971) has spoken of the need

for a "taxonomy of tasks," but has offered no concepts with which
e

environmental structure might be described. Neither Anderson nor the

AI

A!
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various attribution theorists mention the need for environmental

theory.

The present author introduced the "Principle of Parallel

Concepts" (Hammond, Stewart, Brehmer & Steinman, 1975) in an effort to

provide a conceptual framework for describing task structure; but, of

course, it is far from satisfactory. It merely argues that the same

(i.e., parallel) concepts that are used to describe organismic

cognitive systems can be used to describe the structure (and

functioning) of environmental tasks. The arg•uent is supported by

empirical demonstration, but the range of tasks is too narrow.

Moreover, there is no explanation of how the task structure is

mediated by cognitive activity, as, for example, Kahneman and Tvur:.ky

indicate that statistical information is mediated by cognitive

heuristics that produce judgments.

Theories of task structure should, at a minimum, specify task

properties that are linked to (unobservable) cognitive activities

whose behavioral contingencies are predicted by task properties. That

is the method that will be followed here: task properties will be

described and linked to cognitive activities, which in turn will be

linked to their behavioral consequences. And although I begin with a

?: list of characteristics of task properties, the effort is not

encyclopedic, but theoretical.

A theory of task structure. In what follows I make the attempt

to provide (a) a full set of task properties that induce intuition and

analysis (Table 1), (bJ a full set of the properties of the cognitive

activities to be termed intuitive and analytical (Table 2) and (c) a

S• , " ,. - - - , ,-
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full set of the judgment and decision behaviors that are predicted to

follow from the task properties and cognitive activities (indicated in

Tables I and 2) in Table 3. Before discussing these tables, the

reader should

Tables 1, 2 and 3 heze

be reminded that Tables 1, 2, and 3 describe the poles of the

cognitive continuum for the convenience of explication only, and that

the principal assertion of the Cognitive Continuum Theory is that

nearly all judgments and decisions are quasi-rational (including the

choice of analytical theories) and thus require elements of both

processes (a matter discussed in detail with regard to Premise 2

above). Thus, intuition will be described as completely as analysisa

analytical cognition is not the only point of departure. In addition

to explicating and specifying the properties of cognitive tasks, I

predict the forms of cognition various task properties induce, and I

try to explain why each task property in TVble 1 induces the form of

cognition it does.

But, as always in psychological theory, the matter of subjective

and objective referents for these terms must be discussed.

f Subjective and objective referents. An objective referent

requires a series of observations in which inter-observer

reliabilities approximate unity; as inter-observer reliability

decreases, the referents for a term thus become more ambiguous and

I.|
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therefore subjective. Although all objecti~vity has inescapable

observational referents, a retreat to pure phenomenology is neither

necessary nor desirable for our purposes. When applied to task

conditions the terms that define the poles of the cognitive continuum

should be obj ective (in the above sense). Thus, the terms that are

used to define task properties should be defined independently of the

observations of any individual subject, insofar as possible. H
Adherence to a strict, simplistic objectivity of this sort will

not, however, be possible or desirable in research on j udgment and

decision making--ir, the present state of the art, at least. To take

an example (which, although obvious, has never been discussed in any

detail in the judgment and decision literature), consider the matter

of defining the number of cues in a judgment task. A task thatI
objectively presents a large number (5+) of cues to a persor. who is a

novice with regard to the task, may present only two cues to an

expert, for a person who brings a competent organizing principle to

the task may thereby reduce a large number of cues to a few by

"chunking" or organizing them (cf~. Simon, 1969, pp. 42-47).

Reliance solely on the objective description of task properties would

in this case lead the researcher to anticipate incorrectly that an

intuitive mode of cognition would be induced in both novice and

expert. Contrariwise, experts may be (and have been) reduced to

novices when they are not provided with the information they reqlL~ire

in order to function as experts (i.e., in order to bring the i
organizing principle they Possess to bear on the task).

This conclusion does not mean, however, that researchers must
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resort to a posteriori or ad hoc definitions. A priori definitions

and denotations of organizing principles and other cognitive

properties can be obtained (or put in place) prior to the experiment,

although such a priori specifications are seldom made. An example of

research in which cognitive properties are described and put in place

prior to the test conditions can be found in the research on cognitive

* conflict (see e.g., Hammond, Brehmer, Stewart & Steinmann, 1975) and

on the effects of psychotherapeutic drugs on judgment (Gillis, 1975,

1980) and a series of studies by Br6hmer (1980). More generally,

research as far back as that of Krechevsky's in the 1930s was

conducted precisely to show that the tabula rasa assumption does not

hold for rats; that is, even rats introduced into a maze have an a

priori hierarchical order of organizing principles, a Kantian finding

that ethologists and behavioral geneticists have since confirmed for a

wide variety of organisms and one that Brehmer (1974) has apparently

established for human beings regarding the order of their use of

function forms. (For an interesting parallel with the hierarchical

cue utilization of homing pigeons and bees, see Gould, 1980.)

In short, theory and research in judgment and decision making

must include reference to the a priori cognitive content and process

that subjects bring to the research task; and this material must be

included in the definition of task properties for each subject (cf.

Einhorn and Hogarth, in press, on "task representation"). Definitions

of task situations should, therefore, include objective descriptions

of both task properties and cognitive properties brought to the task

by the subject. (These descriptions should include, if possible, the
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presumptions subjects may have regarding the aims of the researcher.)

I turn now to the polar terms used to explicate the meaning of

intuition, quasi-rationality, and analysis within the framework of

Cognitive Continuum Theory. They are grouped into three main L

categories: (a) complexity of task structure, (b) ambiguity of task

content, and (c) form of task presentation. Details are presented in

Tables 1, 2 and 3; explication and explanation follow.

Complexity of task structure. The complexity of the space that

separates the palpable, proximal cues from the impalpable, distal

variable to be inferred can be described in several ways, but distance

in the separation is critical. Distal-proximal separation is shallow

when causal texture is at a minimum (as, fc,? example, was this poker

chip drawn from this bag or that one?). In this case the task does

not offer several hierarchies of interdependent causal variables, or

an intricate causal network through which the subject must work.

Distal-proximal separation is deer, on the other hand, when the

subject must consider a tangled network of interdependent, partial

causes and effects and cannot subject them to piecemeal, orthogonal

disentanglement. (Artifactual tasks are often constructed to shorten

the deep distal-proximal separation that naturalistic tasks often

present.) Therefore, when the task offers a large amount of depth,

the variation in the formal properties of tasks determines their

complexity. That is, the formal properties of the region between the

readily observable (proximal) data and the yet-to-be observed (distal)

data to be inferred determines the complexity of the causal texture of

the tasic. The parameters of this region that can be, and often are,
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manipulated by the researcher include, in the single-system (i.e., no

criterion available) case, (a) the texture of the judgments required,

(b) the num~ber of cues presented for each judgment, (c) the degree of

3 vicarious mediation (intra-ecological correlation) among cues, and (d)

cue distribution characteristics; in the double-system (logical or

empirical criterion available) case, (e) the shape of the function

* forms between cue and distal variable, (f) variation in the ecological

validities of the cues, and (g) the organizational principle linking

the cues to the distal variable. Each is discussed in turn.

1. The texture of the jugmn scale. "Texture" refers to (a) a

horizontal component, namely, the number of alter-natives a person must

consider, and (b) a vertical component (the number of steps to

s solution).* Wide variations in the texture of judgment scales have

been used in judgment and decision research questions (e.g., cf. the

dichotomous judgment scales typically used in the research by Tversky

and Kahneman (1974) with the continuous scales typically used by

Andercson (1979). Wide variations also occur with regard to steps to a

solution (cf. work in the revision of probabilities on the basis of

new information vs. multiple cue probability learning.)

2. The number of cues presented for each jugent. Cues are

generally identified by the researcher as palpable (proximal)

potential sources of information about an impalpable (distal)

variable. Cues may be organized into patterns that also serve as

cues; that is, hierarchies of cue organization may be created by the

researcher or subject. Thus, for example, individual cues (e.g.,

chess pieces) may be organized into subjective patterns that ±nay be
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used as a basis for the inference of an impalpable environmental state

(e.g., "this way lies victory"). As indicated above in the discussion

of subjective and objective referents, such potential organizations of

cues can, and should, be specified a priori by the researcher, and the

intra- and inter-subjective reliability of such organizations

assessea. When organizations of cues are defined post hoc, they must,

of course, be cross-validated. The same is true with regard to

language; individual words may serve as cues, and organizations of

words (sentences, paragraphs) may also serve as cues. Such "chunking"

of cues depends on the presence of an organizing principle (about

which more below).

When the intra- and/or inter-subjective reliability of judgments

regarding the cue falls below some functionally-determined criterion

(e.g., .95), it is called an "ambiguous cue." In general, the

ambiguity of a cue can be described or measured in terms of its

"fecological reliability" (in contrast to ecologrical validity; cf.

Brunawik, 1956, pp. 30, 35, 37, 38, who provides the only discussion

of this matter, so far as I know).. Cues have vari.ed i.n number from at

least 27 (Doherty, 1980) to two.

If many cues are presented, they may be displayed

contemporaneously or sequentially. If several cues are displayed

contemporaneously, the subject typically is then asked for his/her

judgment, and then a new set of cue values that requires a judgment is

displayed. Thus, for example, a subject may make a judgment about

another person's character from a photograph that (contemporaneously)

displays all the physiognomic cues present in a face. After that
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judgment is made, a new photograph is presented and a judgment for the

second face is made (without explicit reference to the first).

Although the values of the several cues may change (e.g., mure or

fewer wrinkles in the faces) the number of potential cues does not

change over trials.

In contrast, tasks may provide "part" displays; that is, they

provide the subject with part of the information regarding the task on

one trial and new information on new dimensions or cues on subsequent

trials. Additionally, some tasks provide choice points for judgments

as the new cues (or new cue values) are encountered. One choice may

be to "move back," that is, to revise a previous choice; "roving" back

and forth across previous and potential future choices is sometimes

3. Vicarious mediation, (intersubstitutability, redundancy) vs.

univocal cue presentation. Vicarious mediation refers to the manner

in which cues may serve vicariously to mediate between unobservable

cause(s) and observable effect(s). When cues are continuous, a common

form of the measurement of vicarious mediation is in terms of the

inter-correlation (intra-ecological correlation) among cues; when cues

are dichotomous, the relative frequency or the probability of

co-occurrence may be used as measures of redundancy. Large numbers of

intersubstitutable, contemporaneous and thus redundant perceptual cues

are apt to be found in naturalistic tasks. As cognitive task

conditions become increasingly artifactual, that is, managed, or

constructed , by human beings for human beings, the naturalistic form

of vicarious mediation is generally eliminated from the task in the
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interests of efficiency because intersubstitutability provides

unnecessary, redundant, and thus wasteful, information. (See, for

example, Simon, 1969, on "The Sciences of the Artificial.")

There is an important distinction between the vicarious mediation

that appears in naturalistic tasks and the redundancy that is built

into artifactual tasks. Naturalistic vicarious mediation can be

called "horizontal" because it involves the co-variation among cues

presented contemporaneously, whereas artifactual redundancy can be

called "vertical" because it involves the subsequent occurrence of

cues that appear sequentially, and then only if needed. (For example,

if this instrument fails, then read that one.) Even if the

information is displayed to minimize risk (e.g., 1 clocks in the

navigational quarters of a ship, or Rck-up mechanisms in large

aircraft or space ships) artifactual redunuancy is arranged so as to

provide the correct amount (in a cost-benefit sense). Artifactual

redundancy thus differs from naturalistic vicarious mediation in that

the former provides a step-wise use of mechanisms, in contrast to

contemporaneous vicarious mediation in naturalistic tasks.

The distinction between horizontal vicarious mediation and

vertical redundancy can be seen in relation to various approaches to

judgment and decision research and the mcthods tightly linked to them.

For example, Social Judgment Theory and Information Integration Theory

tend to display a (comparatively) wide array of information (several

cues) wholistically and contemporaneously, thus providing horizontal

vicarious mediation. On the other hand, Psychological Decision Theory

and Behavioral Decision Theory (see Hammond et al., 1980, for

°!
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explanation of those terms) tend to display information from a smaller

set or cues sequentially, thus providing vertical redundancy, if and

wher , it occurs.

4. Cue distribution characteristics. The usual statistical

considerations (variation, kurtosis, skewness, etc.) apply here. The

effects of these task characteristics are seldom examined in judgment

and decision rosearch, despite the results of early work indicating

thuir importance (see, for example, Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971.)

In those tasks in which (a) the subject obsarvea an outcome, or

(b) the researcher knows the outcome (either as a result of empirical

observation or by calculation through the use of a rational model such

as Dayeu' Theorem) or (c) both, the following parameters of (a) the

shape of the functional velation (i.e., the function form) that exists

between each cue and the outcome, (b) the ecological validity between

each cue and the ortcome (as well as other statistical characteristics

"such as variation, shape of the distribution, etc.) and (c) the

nature of the organizing principle that encompasses the relation

between cues and outcomes (e.g., Bayes' Theorem, a regression

equation, a physical law (of gravity) or an arbitrary rule as in

concept formation tasks, among others. The organizing principle

embedded in various tasks is clearly a critical aspect of such tasks

* because of its strong effect on the various properties of cognition

indicated in Table 2. (Cf. remarks on the Principle of Parallel

Concepts in Hammond et al., 1975.)

* 4 Predictions. Those task properties on the left in Table 1 will

induce in the single-system (no outcome) case the cognitive properties
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indicated on the left in Table 2, and, correspondingly, the behaviors

indicated on the left in Table 3 will be induced, similarly for the

double-system case. (The same is true for the right hand side of

Tables 1, 2, and 3.)

Explanation of the relation between complexity of task structure

and predictions of behavior.

Tasks which require that the subject make an inference over a

series of entaugled dimensions that must be disentangled by unaided

cognitive activity induce low control, unconscious data processing and

other activities indicated in Table 2 because such task circumstances

resist disentanglement by analytical means. That is, the subject

cannot separate causality by physically holding constant each of

several interdependent variables while varying anothex. Indeed, in

such tasks the subject will seldom have available an explicit n•odel of

the task which identifies the variables, and will be even less likely

to be able to know, or to leai'n, the nature of, or amount of,

interdependence between the variables in question. In short, when

proximal-distal separation is deep, knowledge of the causal texture of

the environmental structure will be low-to-non-existent. Absence of

such knowledge induces low cognitive control (because there is

uncertainty about what leads to what); unconscious data processingr (because of the lack of an organizing principle); vicarious

functioning (because the lack of an explicit task model permits

shifting cue utilization); rapid data processing (because no

organizing principle is available that would require slow,

step-by-step organization of the data throughout the causal network);
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raw data or events are stored in memory (because there is nothing else

to store); if metaphors are employed, they will be predominantly

pictorial (because these provide the only available means of

organization); right hemisphere activity will be predominant (because

pictorial imagery is largely a function of right hemisphere activity);

and if a stable judgment policy is eventually achieved it will be

resistant to change (because new information can be readily absorbed

into such a system without directly coaitradicting any aspect of it).

Additionally, the contemporaneous display of a large number (N

5+) of cues presents a large data-processing demand. If the subject

does not bring to the task an organizing principle that will permit

the cues to *be categorized in a fashion that effectively reduces theirt

Linumber, then the information-processing demand will diminish cognitive
control, and thus induce inconsistency, unawareness, and the

employment of a linear model as an organizing principle. If the

subject does bring an organizing principle to the task that will

reduce the number of cues and place them in a functional context, then

greater cognitive control, consistency and aiwareness will be induced,

t despite the presence of a large number (N =5+) of cues.

On the other hand, the display of a small number of cues (N -4

or less, the threshold depends on other task properties) permits the

organization of the information by means of a principle; therefore

cognitive control can be enhanced, together with greater consistency,

and awareness of the principle. Nonlinear organizing principles are

more apt to be used by subjects when there are a small number of cues;

for example, multiplicative (synergistic) models of cognitive activity
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rarely, if ever, occur when more than two cues are displayed

simultaneously. (See Table 2 for a complete list of cognitive

consequences following from varieties in the complexity of task

structure.)

Ambiguity of task content. Tasks vary with respect to the extent

to which they present material that the subject understands, or

believes s/he understands; the less the subject believes s/he

understands, of course, the greater the ambiguity of the task for that

subject. There are several parameters that define the subjective

ambiguity of task content; in the single-system case the most

important of these is (a) whether the subject brings to the task a

conscious awareness of an organizing principle that permits the

information to be used in what the subject believes is an appropriate

way. Additionally, (b) the existence, in principle, ok an empirical

or logically deducible outcome by which the subject's judgment or

decision can be compared, (c) prior familiarity with the task content,

and (d) the information given to the subject about the task at the

time the subject first encounters it (feed-forward). In the

double-system case in which feedback is provided to the subject and,

therefore, in which learning is in principle, if not in fact,

possible, additional parameters include: (e) type of feedback, and

(f) the degree of accurate prediction (judgment) possible. Each is

discussed in turn.

Availability of an organizing principle. A large difference in

performance can be expected between a person who brings a conscious

awareness of Bayes' Theorem or other statittical models to a

0
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proabilistic inference task and one who does not, or between a person

who brings expertise with regard to the application of the principles

of algebra and one who does not. (Larkin, McDermott, Simon and Simon,

t ~1980, describe such differences). in either case, the questions areI

the same: Which, if any, organizing principle does the subject bring

to the task? To what extent is the principle adequate? To what

extent can the subject learn or otherwise acquire from task feedback

or another person an organizing principle appropriate to the task?

What are the consequences of bringing different types of organizing

principles with different degrees of competence to various types of

tasks? These questions have inspired cognitive psychologisLts from the

start and they have used a wide variety of tasks in their efforts to

answer them. The results of research indicate that the organizing

principle evoked by the task depends not only on the "shape" of the

task, the technique used to evoke it, but also the researcher's notion

of how an organizing principle functions.

In the Work of the Carnegie-Mellon group, for example, the task

conditions always require that the subject develop, sooner or later,

the conscious awareness of an analytical organizing principle, for the

subject is always required to describe it (or them) verbally. The

technique fox discovering organizing principles, verbal protocol

an~alysis, is thus tied to the putative cognitive process discovered,

as well as to the task conditions employed. (The study of the

application of an organizing principle to a task may involve the use

of e~e mov~ement analysis as well; see, for example, Larkin et al.,

1980.) In the work of virtually all judgment and decision researchers
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(in contrast to those working on problem-solving, or thinking), task

conditions are arranged so that subjects are unable to bring to the

task, that is, do not have available (cf. Tversky and Kahneman,

1973), analytical organizing principles, either because the subjects

are naive with regard to the task, or circumstances prevent or inhibit

them from employing principles already held, or seeking the principles

that wuuld be effective. The heuristics putatively evoked by such

task conditions in which subjects are unable to employ (or discover)

the correct (i.e., optimal) organizing principle have been described

by Tversky and Kahneman (1974) and others, (e.g., Slovic et al., 1977;

Nisbett and Ross, 1980).

Task conditions have to be considered in detail with respect to

the utility of a priori organizing principles, as well as with respect

to the conditions that evoke them or permit their use. For example,

Simon (1969; see alco Larkin et al., 1980) has shown that chess

experts are far better than novices in remembering the patterns of

pieces on the chess board, unless the pieces are arranged randomly, in

which case they are no better than novices. The organization of task

conditions, therefore, makes a difference with regard to whether an

organizational principle will be evoked that permits "chunking", and

thus permits effective recall or recognition. Similarly, a shift in

distal aim with respect to identical task conditions makes a

difference. For example, when four expert highway engineers were

asked to make judgments about the amount of traffic a variety of

highways differing in lane width, etc. would be able to carry (i.e.,

the mobility of the highways), it was found that the enqineers were in

A-
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high agreement with themselves and one another over a series of 50

Judgments. But when asked for judgments of the safety of the same 50

highways, inter- and intra-engineer agreement dropped markedly (see

Adelman, Deane and Hammond, 1976). The difference is due to the fact

that judgments of mobility evoked a familiar organizing principle (a

known algorithm), but judgments of safety did not because the

engineers knew of none. Thus it might be said that these engineers

were expert with regard to mobility, but less expert with regard to

safety. In short, the subject's opportunity to employ an organizing

principle will have a critical ef.cect in determining whether the

subject will exhibit the properties of intuitive or analytical

cognition, and various elements thereof.

Apparently, no one doubts the need for the concept of an

organizing principle, for it can be found in the conceptual repertoire

of every approach to the study of cognition--from problem solving to

social perception. The critical question seems to be: What organizing

principle is it that accounts for the cognitive activity of the

subj ect? F'rom the point of view taken here, the anower is: the

ambiguity structure of the task selects the organizing principle that

will be employed by the subject, an answer that is based on the

* comprehensive view offered by Brunswik and Heider (and also by the

early (1956) Simon); and, indeed, that answer is the cause for

developing the theory of task structure presented here. Present

circumstances are such, however, that the name of the researcher is

the best clue for guessing the organizing prinuiple that will be

discovered in any research paper. That is, Anderson (1974) will

Ei
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discover that organizing principles are best described as an intuitive

form of "cognitive algebra" while Edwards (see Hammond et al., 1980)

will discover that Bayes' Theorem (conservatively employed) is the

organizing principle people intuitively apply, while Tversky and

Kahneman (1974) will discover that people intuitively employ

"heuristics" that lead to the "biases and shortcomings" emphasized and

generalized by Nisbett and Ross (1980), while Keeney and Raiffa

(1976) will indicate that the Subjective Expected Utility model is the

organizing principle people should employ (and will employ if aided to

do so), while Kelley (1973) will find that persons will employ

intuitively the same organizing principle (the factorial design

implied in Mill's Canons) that scientiuts do and are thus "intuitive

scientists", while Peterson and Beach (1968) will find that persons

organize information as if they are "intuitive statisticians", while

Newell and Simon (1972) will discover that people use "list

structures" as organizing principles. And there are others. Should a

curious student push on to inquire how it is that each of these

investigators persistently discovers the same singular organizing

principle to be useful throughout his research, the answer will be

found readily enough; tasks are as firmly tied to investigators as are

organizing principles. In short, the same investigator continues to

use the same method and procedure in connection with the same task

str'icture to rediscover that their subjects are employing the same

organizing principle.

At no point does this effort toward the unification of research

in the field of cognition hold out more promise than in connection
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with the coordination of present views regarding organizing principles

and their links with the ambiguity of task structure. For if it is

indeed true that investigator-organizing principle-method and task

structure are clustered, -then we may be further along than we think.

What needs to be done is to discover the nature of the task structure

employed by various investigators, locate these structures on some

dimension (or dimensions) such as the one offered here (or some

other), and apply the results of the research that are associated with

each region of the task continuum. in a rough approximation to this

procedure we shall find Simon's organizing principle, "listI

structure," applicable to the analytical end of the continuum offered

here, the SEU model applicable to the left of Simon (where the

applications of Keeny and Raiffa occur) and where the research on

probabilities and utilities by Edwards and his colleagues has

occurred, and as the structural aspects of the tasks become more

ambiguous the work by lcahneman and Tversky, then the work by Anderson,

who has concerned himself almost entirely with those tasks which

contain no analytical structure, and thus no organizing principle.

Work by the present author and colleagues, which involves no

commitment to a specific organizing principle, fits somewhere in the

center of this continuum (cf. Hammond et al., 1980).

We must hasten to add, however, that although the potential

application of an organizing principle is highly important in

determining the cognitive activity of the subject, it does not wholly

determine that activity.

Existence in principle of a task outcome b~which the subject'sa

S_..........
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judgment can be empirically compared. if the form of the task does

not include an empirical or logically determined outcome, the subject

is free to engage in a range of cognitive activity not present in

circumstances where an outcome will permit empirical or logical

evaluation of the subject's cognitive effort. Additionally, it is

important to distinguish between those judgment tasks in which there

is an action that interacts with the outcome from those in which

action does not interact with the outcome. For as Einhorn and Hogarth

(1978) have shown, actions that affect the observed outcon~e may make

learning impossible, a matter taken up below in connection with

evolutionary epistemology.

Prior familiarity with task content. Different degrees of prior

familiarity will result in the diffiarential likelihood of the

application of various organu~iziag principles; that is, the

differential likelihood of the application of the various heuristics

that follow from expert knowledge and those that do not. Larkin et

al. (1980, p. 1338) differentiate the semantics of task content from

its syntax, and indicate that different results may follow from

differential familiarity with each.

Information given to subject (feed-forward). Judgment and

decision research provides a variety of types of information that

define the task for the subject, or as Simon (1969, et seq.) puts it,

delimits the "problem space" for the subject. Thus, for example, some

researchers provide no prior information regarding the task (seeming

to rely on the tabula rasa assumption) for their subjects while others

on occasion train their subjects in an effort to establishi a specific

~v..: . .N-
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cognitive system with specified values for certr.in parameters, both

values and parameters being specified a priori. Work by Social

Judgment Theory r&sc-archers contains more of this type of feedforward
b

than any other approach; it is particularly evident in its studies of

interpersonal learning and interpersonal conflict cazried out by

Brehmer (see Brehmer and Hammond, 1977; also Hammond et al., 1975), ina
which two subjects (unwittingly) learn to develop different weighting

systems and to employ different function forms prior to being engaged

in a joint judgment task. Throughout this work, however, a constant

organizing principle (a linear model) is employed, thus restricting

generalization to such conditions.

Edwards (1961) called attention to the role of outcomes in

providing feedforward nearly 20 years ago in an article entitled

"Costs and Payoffs Are Instructions", in which he indicates that his

purpose is to " . . . state the problem of internally contradictory

44
or ambiguous instruction; . . . [and showl how the specification of

costs, payoffs and exchange rates solves it .... " (p. 275). Much

of the work in studies of choice behavior does provide feedforward, or

instructions in the form (probabilities and utilities) Edwards

recommends.

Feedback. As indicated above, the strong tradition of identifying

outcomes as reinforcers, and emphasizing the role of reinforcement in

• learning, has slowed researchers in cognition from breaking with this

singular, undifferentiated concept of feedback. Provisions of the

correct answer (knowledge of results) has long been accepted as the

only type of feedback a researcher might conceivably apply when

tI
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investigating learning. But, as indicated by Hammond, Hursch and Todd

(1964) in judgment tasks in which there are cues of limited ecological t
validity, there are a wide •ariety of types of feedback that can be

provided to the subject regarding the structure of the task. And, of

course, in those cases where the information value of outcomes is

weakened by an uncertainty relation between cues and outcomes,

information about task structure (e.g., ecological validities, task

function-forms, etc.) can, and often does, carry more information, and I
thus may be expected to ernhance learning (see, for example, Hammond,

1971, Deane, Hammond and Summers, 1972; see also Gilll.s, Stewart and

Gritz, 1975, in which the same concepts and techniques are shown to

enhance the learning of psychotic patients). Indeed, Hammond, Summers

and Deane (1973) have shown that outcome feedback can be detrimental

to learning in multiple-cue probability learning tasks. (See also

Huwson, 1979.)

Predictions. As indicated above, task properties on the left in

Table 1 induce those cognitive properties on the left in Table 2, with

the behavioral consequences indicated on the left in Table 3.

Explanation of the relation between ambiguity of task content and

predictions of behavior. Tasks which are highly subjectively

ambiguous are those for which the subject cannot apply an organizing

principle--of whatever variety. Without an explicit awareness of an

organizing principle that can be brought to bear on the task, the

subject is apt to employ (unwittingly) a linear model for that

purpose, for it seems that the conscious application of a random

system is impossible for human beings. (The evolutionary implications °0
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of this assertion are explored below under Premise 5.) To the extent

that the task evokes or induces a conscious organizing principle, such

awareness will enable the subject to exercise a high degree of

cognitive control. Such awareness will also permit the storage of

complex organizing principles (rather than events). The use of such

principles is apt to be accompanied by verbal and quantitative

metaphors, and thus include :left hemisphere activity. Because they

are the product of highly controlled cognitive activity, the judgments

that arise in such situations are apt to be readily affected by a

change in task conditions, or new information. (Cf. above remarks

concerning resistance to change.)

As noted above in connection with (a) the complexity of task

structure and (b) the ambiguity of task structure, other aspects of

cognition are affected by task structure, and I now turn to a further

description of the parameters of the form of the task.

Form of task presentation. There is wide variation between (but

little variation within) researchers with regard to the form in which

they present cognitive problems to their subjects. Not only do the

researchers disregard the obvious implications of such variations,

they treat the results obtained in connection with their favorite form

of presentation with a high degree of finality. This stubborn refusal

to encompý:si mi~thods employed by others, and to employ only those

* - invented by oneself (or one's teacher) was noted by Slovic and

Lichtenstein in 1971 and described in some detail by Hammond et al.

(1980). It can currently be seen in extreme form in Simon's

pronouncement in Larkin et al. (1980) that "Expertness probably has
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much the same foundations wherever encountered. As in genetics, we

learn mucih about all organisms by studying a few intensively. Chess,

algebra, and physics are serving as the Drosophila, Neuropora and

Escherichia coli of research on human cognitive skila.Ls" (p.. 1336).

The hypothesis that expertness has the "same foundations wherever

encountered" is certainly a plausible one and no doubt will be subjectA

to persistent empirical inquiry. Bitt the suggestion that the

cognitive operations demanded by chess, algebra, and physics exhaust

the concept of expertness or "cognitive skill" provides yet another

painful example of generalizing the results obtained with one form of

problem and one method to those obtained with all forms of cognitive

problems and methods for analyzing behavior in relation to them.

Instructive and informative as the results obtained by verbal protocol

analysis in relation to problem-solving may be, such an unwarranted

methodological generalization will seem implausible to the other

researchers in the field who are not employing "chess, algebra or

physics" as a means of studying cognitive skills. It is implausible

because no consideration is given to the variation in the form or

structure of tasks, not to mention variations in complexity or

ambiguity described above.

Simon's earlier (1969) position was quite different, for he then

argued that it is the structure of the environment that selects the

behavior, thus: "The apparent complexity of [man's) behavior over time

is largely a reflection of the complexity of the environment in which

he finds himself" (1969, p. 25). And in 1975 Simon asserted that

Discovery of what subjects learn can be approached
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e-perimentally but important preliminary insights can be

gained by analyzing the structure of the task itself to

determine the possible alternative ways of performing

it. . . . (and! a formal analysis of the environment can

help define the differences in the demands that different

methods of task per-formance place upon the subject.

(p. 268 1 see also Simon & Reed, 1976)

This position (similar to Premise 2 above) suggests that variations in

the complexity of the task lead to variations in behavior. From this

point of view, it is incumbent upon researchers to develop a theory

that upecifies the relation between differences in the form or

structure of the task and differences in cogiiative activity. That is

the attempt being made here.

Differences in task complexity and ambiguity and predictions

r* -idirg their cognitive and behavioral consequences were indicated

in the two sections immediately above. In this section we turn to

specific variations in the form in which tasks are presented to

subjects.

The several parameters of form include (a) type of task

decomposition, (b) type of cue data anid judgment required, (c) type of

cue definition, (d) response time permitted or implied, and (e) type

of teed-forward. Each is discussed in turn.

Task decomposition. There are two general ways in which tasks

are "decomposed", that is, broken into their constituent parts by the

" researcher. Each form luads to a different type of cognitive

activity, and a different method of the analysis of that activity.

,
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One form of task dec'4mposition is a priori; that is, the

researcher identifies the parts of the task (e.g., probabilities and

utilities, diagnostic information and base rates, or means and ends)

for the subject before the subjects exercise their judgment. L
MIV.

A second form involves a posteriori decomposition. In this case,

presentation of natural circumstances, or photographs of them (see,

for example, Shanteau and Phelps, 1975) or actual persons or places

provides the task materials. Decomposition of the task materials may

"never be carried out for the subject, but in any case, such task

decomposition is a posteriori in that the constituent parts of the

task are identified for the subject (if they are identified at all)

after the subject engages in whatever cognitive activity the task

demands.

Linked closely to a priori and a posteriori decomposition of the

task is the a priori and a posteriori decomposition of cognitive

activity. Thus, for example, when the experimenter decomposes the

task by instructing the subject that s/he is expected to think about

"the problem in terms of the probabilities and (possibly) utilities

associated with various choices, the experimenter decomposes the

subject's• cognitive process in the same way. After being pro,

with the information, the researcher may exhibit the obt ied

decomposed process (in the form of a decision tree or similar) for the

subject's inspection. In this way, the subject's cognitive activity

regarding the task is decomposed into its elements (probabilities and

utilities) prior to the subject's overall ("rolled back") choice in

connection with an a priori decomposed task.

S-NO
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A posteriori decomposition of the subject's cognitive activity,

on the other hand, occurs in connection with the wholistic displays of

information mentioned above. That is, after a number of displays of

numerous cues have been presented serially, then the

researcher/analyst "decomposes" the cognitive activity of the subject

into its constituenI; parts (weights, function forms, organizing

principles, such as, for example, algebraic equations or list

structures, etc.)

A priori task decomposition induces the cognitive properties on

the right in Table 2, because it involves the presentation of a few

cies sequentially (see Table 2). A posteriori decomposition, on the

other hand, induces the cognitive properties indicated on the left in

Table 2 because such decomposition allows the subject to arrive at a

judgment in the face of many cues contemporaneously displayed without

prior definition.

Type of cue data and judgment reguired. In tasks that include I
continuous cues, less cognitive control is required for utilizing

information from continuous gradations than from dichotomous ones.

That is, in the case of continuous cues, adjacent scale categories do

not often point in different directions, but in the case of

dichotomous cues they can and usually do; that is why the information

is displayed dichotomously (cf. Brunswik's analogy with trains

switching at junctions, or any computer simulation of cognition).

Therefore, more cognitive control is induced in the latter case than

in the former. Additionally, artifactual tasks that offer dichotomous

cues are often constructed so that sequential cognitive operations are

_O
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induced; e.g., if cue A reads "off", then look for the information

provided by cue B.

The same considerations hold with regard to the judgment

categories that the task requires of the subject; continuous response

scales induce the cognitive properties on the left of Table 2,

dichotomous response scales induce the cognitive properties on the

right of Table 2.

------- -Types of cue definition. Of particular importance is the

ques tio n o f .- __d-o •asurjes_ the information provided: Must the subject

make a perceptual appraisal of quantity? That is, ... must the subject

perceptually measure the number of wrinkles in a face, perceptually

measure the age of the person-object, or are the vdrious levels or

quantities of cues measured for the subject by the researcher and thus

presented in quantitative form.

Perceptual measurement occurs most frequently in naturalistic

tasks presented by social circumstances, or those environmental

circumstances (e.g., a wilderness) in which data are not organized and

measured by human beings for human beings. Since perceptual

measurement induces a largely unconscious form of data processing,

less cognitive control can be applied in these circumstances and thus

the act--vities associated with perceptual measurement are likely to be

those indicated on the left of Table 2.

Response time permitted or implied. Few judgment and decision

researchers (apart from those studying psychophysics) make a point of

recording response times. Yet it is clear that the research

circumstances in which most subjects find themselves imply that they

i
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are not expected to take more than 15-45 seconds to reach a judgment,

and, in all likelihood, they seldom do. Problem solving researchers,

on the other hand, often record judgment times (at least when a

computer display is involved) because (a) time-to-solution is often a

dependent variable presumed to be affected by the independent

variable(s) of the experiment,and (b) they believe that there may be

wide individual differences in time taken to reach a solution. The

encouragement of short or long response time in judgment and decision

research, however, is an experimental condition that must be searched

out and often can only be guessed at. For example, if a judgment task

is described to a subject, and the subject is then shown a stack of,

say 400 cards, and if the subject knows that s/he has a limited time,

say, 50 or 100 minutes in which the judgments are to be made, a brief

response time will have been implicitly but strongly encouraged. Yet

the very same task might be given under conditions in which a long

response time is implicitly encouraged; say, for example, the subject

is required to judge, 20 profile-cards/day for 20 days. Although

variations in time are seldom so great as this (with all other task

features held constant), they do occur; the conditions that encourage

brief or long response times do vary widely without clear indications

of exactly what they were, or why they were employed. For example,

contrast process tracing task conditions with Bayesian tasks, or with

tasks in which subjects are required to make judgments about people

who are described in 4 - 5 sentences. Judgment and decision

researchers seldom delineate their generalizations about their

subjects' cognitive activity with respect to the time dimension. Of

iI
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course, brief response times induce the cognitive properties on the

left of Table 2, long response times imply those on the right. ýThe

matter of time is developed in more detail below on connection with

Premise 4.)

Feedforward. There are a wide variety of means for indicating to

the subjects how they are to approach their task. That is,

researchers may provide careful descriptions of the instructions they

gave their subjects,but the psychological implications of the

instructions (e.g. regarding time) may not be made explicit. This

omission is particularly important for the amount of control the

subject is expected to exercise over his/her cognitive activity. Do

the instructions or the task materials imply that the subject should

possess an organizing principle that will permit analytical cognitive

activity? Or do the instructions imply that little is expected other

than (unpenalized) guessing? Does the time provided imply that the

subject is expected to find or create, an organizing principle, or do

they imply that no organizing r expected?

Predictions. (See Tables 1, 2, 3) ..

Explanation of the relation between the form of the task and

predictions of behavior. A posteriori decomposition of cognitive

activity induces low cognitive control and related cognitive

properties (see Table 2) because it is generally employed in

association wi'th a large number of cues contemporaneously displayed in

relation to task material for which the subject has no organizing

principle which can be applied. Because decomposition occurs after a

series of judgments have been made, data processing during each trial

;VR iAa
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is gnrlyrapid, and of a low level of awareness. A priori task

J decomposition is generally carried out in connection with a prior

cognitive decomposition and thus induces slow but careful choices; the

F subject generally can provide reasons why one branch of the decision

tree is chosen over another. By elevating the process to conscious

awareness by requeuting a direct arrangement of weights to consciouslyI

selected dimensions to which weights must be consciously assigned, the

properties OF cognition indicated on the right in Table 2 are induced.

Summary. Given that (a) cognition is an activity that occurs on

a continuum (Premise one) and that (b) most judgments and decisions

combine elements of both intuition and analysis into quasi-rationdl

cognition (Premise Two), Premise Three asserts that the continuum

permits the establishment of an ordered relation between (a) the

properties of cognitive tasks, (b) the properties of cognitive

activity, and (c) the judgment and decision behavior that follows.

Such properties were then specified, thus making it possible to

predict and explain the behavior that results from various task

circumstances. The identification of task conditions and the

specification of the relation between task conditions and judgment and

decision behavior provides a critical step toward unification. For

this step will- make it possible to investigate the existing empirical

relations between task properties and behavior that have aled been

discovered by different investigators. If it is true that different

4 investigators have typically employed different tasks, and that these

t tasks can be ordered on a continuum, then it follows that the task

I continuum may well have been explored already. To what extent the

NW,
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predicted behavior will be found to occur in these studies is the

topic of an investigation already underway; it will be described in a

subsequent Technical Report.

Premise Three makes that exploration possible. At this point, it

is necessary to consider in further detail the matter of time as a

critical aspect of cognitive tasks.

Premise 4. Cognitive activities may move along the intuitive-analytic

continuum over time; as they do so, the relative contributions of

intuitive and analytical components to quasi-rationality will change.

Successful cognition inhibits movement, failure stimulates it.

In his essay devoted entirely to the aiialysis of Darwin' s imageryj

in relation to the "Tree of Nature," Gru~ber (1978) notes that "It took

about fifteen months from this point [the drawing of the diagram)

until Darwin grasped the principle of natural selection as the key

operation giving the tree of life its form" (p. 127). And although

Gruber studied Dar-win's entire life span, he examined this

fifteen-month period of Darwin' s notebooks with particular intensity.

This is certainly an atypical approach to the study of cognition.

For virtually all researchers in experimental psychology have chosen

to use cognitive tasks that require no more than the college

sophomore's 50-minute hour at most, and it is not unusual for tasks to

* requi~re only minutes of cognitive activity. Indeed, because the

problems they employ are so limited in time (and scope), researchers

seldom bother to record the time that -their subjects take, unless the

problem is so reduced that it is appropriate to record time in seconds

or mill-seconds. if we simply observe the length of time (years, in
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many cases) that many significant problems have required (and

received) from their subjects, it is obvious that present tasks used

in judgment and decision research are unrepresentative with respect toI

the dimension of time.

On the other hand, many judgments and decisions are made in briefI
periods of time; the last few minutes of several weeks or months of

discussion may be the effective time period. And often time simplyI

isn't availatle for thought. Therefore, much of the work that

involves tasks that require only moments is in fact representative of

tasks outside the laboratory. The restriction of research to those

situations that permit little time points to one obvious restriction

to generalizations about the cognitive capacity of human beings. A

more subtle restriction of generalization occurs in connection with

the use of tasks that reqzuire little time from subjects because the

subjects would not know how to use additional time if it were

available to them. Many of the tasks used by Tversky and Kahneman

(1974) and others to demonstrate the use of heuristics are of this

type. Because the problem is stated in a few brief sentences, and

because the proper solution requires that the subject bring a specificI

organizing principle (Bayes' Theorem) to the task, there is little the

subject could do with an extended time period, even if it were

available. For unless the subject has the means to invent the proper

analytical model, more time would be of little use. Still, one must

be cautious, as the following anecdote will indicate. A research

assistant was presenting a group of subjects with a task used many

times in studies demonstrating that "base rates are ignored" and found
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one subject stubbornly ignoring the implied 50-minute time limit

instead; this subject (with little or no training in statistics or

mathematics) discovered Bayes' Theorem (in roughly 1 hour and 20

minutes) and thus produced an analytical solution to the problem. Now

often such solutions might occur if it were possible to arrange for

subjects to take hours, days, or weeks to work on such problems, we

don' t know.

The dimension of time is of critical importance becau4;e people

need time to use the full irange of their cognitive capacities. And if

judgment and decision researchers typically employ short periods of

time, students of problem-solving behavior, on the other hand, often

use long periods, and ar2 thus able to observe movement along the

cognitive continuum.

Consider, for example, the behavior of persons attempting to cope

with a highly analytical task in which a definite answer is being

sought. It is common to observe that problem-solvers proceed

analytically, until failuve occurs, then return to pursue an alternate

path, the potentials of which are made more or less obvious by the

task materials. (See any computer program built to simulate human

problem solving, e.g., Newell and Simon, 1972.) When the first efforts

at analysis fail, the subject's cognitive activity moves away from

analysis to quasi-~rationality; that Is, the subject's cognitive

cognitive activity begins to acquire' elements of intuitive cognition

(see Tables 1-3, above); and, insofasr ars the subject is concerned, the

task itself changes. If the problem is so difficult that analysis

fails to provide a solution, then the subject's cognitive activity may

..........
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move far enough along the cognitive continuu.m to become predominantly

intuLtive; cognition may consist almost entirely of pictorial imagery,

as in the case of Darwin's "Tree of Nature." (A better known example

of the role of pictorial imagery is provided by Kekule's discovery of

the six-carbon benzine ring.)

If the problem-solver finds this form of cognitive activity

provides an idea to be tested, and thus sufficient to move hin/her

back to an analytical mode (as, according to Dyson, it was in

Feynman's case), the subject may be said to move, not necessarily

continuously or smoothly, from intuition through quasi-rationality to

the context of analysis.

The concept of movement back anf forth from intuition to analysis

was described by Polanyi, thus:

To start working on a mathematical problem, we reach for

pencil and paper, and throughout the stage of Preparation we

keep trying out ideas on paper in terms of symbolic

operations. If this does not lead straight to success, we

may have to think the whole matter over again, and may

perhaps see the solution revealed unexpectedly much Iater in

a moment of illumination. Actually, however, such a flash

of triumph ususally offers no final solution, but caly the

envisagement of a solution which has yet to be tested. In

the verification or working out of the solution we must

again rely therefore on explicit symbolic operations. Thus

both the first active steps undertaken to solve a problem

and the final garnering of the volution rely effectively on
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computations and other symbolic operations, while the more

informal act by which the logical gap is crossed lies

between these two formal procedures. However, the intuitive

powers of the investigator are always dominant and decisive.

Good mathematicians are usually found capable of carrying

out computations quickly and reliably, for unless they

command this technique they may fail to make their ingenuity

effective--but their ingenu~ity itself lies in producing

ideas. Hadamard says that he used to make more mistakes in

calculation than his own pupils, but that he more quickly

discovered thiem because the result did not look right; it is

almost as if by his computations he had been inerely drawing

aportrait [ italics mine] of his conceptually prefigured

conclusions. Gauss is widely quoted as having said: "I

have had my solutions for a long time but I do not yet know

how I am to arrive at them." Though the quotation may be

doubtful it remains well said. A situation of this kind

certainly prevails every time we discover what we believe to

be the solution to a problem. At that moment we have the

vision of a solution which looks right and which we are

therefore confident to prove right.

The manner in which the mathematician works his way

towards discovery, by shifting his confidence from intuition

to computation and back again from computation to intuition,

while never releasing his hold on either of the two,

represents in his hold on either of the two, represents in
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miniature the whole range of operations by which

articulation disciplines and expands the reasoning powers of

man. This alternation is asymmetrical, for a formal step

can be valid only by virtue of our tacit confirmation of it.

Moreover, a symbolic formalism is itself but an embodiment

of our antecedent unformalized powers--an instrumentI
skillfully contrived by our inarticulate selves for the

purpose of relying on it as our external guide. The

interpretation of primitive terms and axioms is therefore

predominantly inarticulate, and so is the process of their

expansion and re-interpretation which iuderlies the progress

of mathematics. The alternation between the intuitive and

the formal depends on tacit affirmations [cf. Whitehead and

others quoted above] both at the beginning and at the end of

each chain of formal reasoning. (Polanyi, 1958, pp.

130-131.)

N. R. Hanson (1958) also emphasized the movement of cognition,

but in addition, emphasized the continuity, rather than the

"alternation" that Polanyi spoke of, between the "intuitive and the

formal." Thus, for example: "the steps between (italics mine) visual

pictures and statements of what is seen are many and intricate. Our

visual consciousness is dominated by picturesy scientiZic knowledge is

primarily linguistic . . . Only by showing how picturing and speaking

are different can one suggest how [they] may [be brought] together;

and brought together they must be" (p. 25), as, for example, Darwin's

diagram of the "Tree of Life" shows how they were indeed brought
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L
together in the construction of the theory of evolution.

These remarks are intended to raise the question of whether

judgment and decision researchers have done justice to the role of

time in relation to cognitive activity, whether they have given due

consideration to the extent to which time is required for the relative

contributions of intuition and analysis to cognition to become

apparent, Theorists such as Gruber, Polanyi and Hanson and others

(perhaps Simon?) might well dismiss the negative view of intuition

drawn by current researchers (see the discussion under Premise 3

above) as providing a peculiar and misleading view of cognition,

solely for the reason ,Aiat current research practices provide ouly

"snap-shots" of cognitive activity that are unrepresentative of what

human beings can and do accomplish when they are allowed to have the

time to employ all the characteristics of cognition that can be

observed in everyday life. They would argue that if time were

permitted, subjects would be able to make far better use of their

pictorial imagery, as well as of their verbal and computational

abilities, and the interchange between them. That is, time would

allow analysis to test the results of pictorial imagery, and time

would permit the return to imagery, and so on, tius permitting the

cognizer to "work his way towards discovery, by shifting his

confidence from intuition to computation and back again from

computation to intuition, while never releasing his hold on either of

the two," as Polanyi put it. Polanyi may have been wrong, of course,

but at least he presented a theory that does not ignore the full range

of cognitive activity that Brunswik and Heider described and that we

x~. ~ A
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are all tamiliar with. To what extent liaason's emphasis on the "steps

between" intuition a&nd analysis turins out to be significant (the

theory prosented hera axpectN them te be highly wignificant) remaina

t.o be even.

L~ulullary. The Viiald ot jud.gmaitt and decision mnaking that

justiIkiably ixncluderi rumoarch in iougnition ol brief duration will have

to i ourporatw U-10 reaults OLi researulh t-h1M.; allows timie Vor thle. full

xlong oLuu~iitivo activity to be examnined, or olmo~ risk bwing

ukioulaut am davuLitiq itmelf to Viuwtiicokry inappropriatu to its

Wubjuv.t, WaLtver. YwrtwuiLt.1y, problaw-wiviny rvmaz~vh LhaL vwj~haiwuvI t~jikna Joes pu,:mit. -Limia Cwr subjectui to afialyze, Wo roboit Lu

pict4ovial ikAlagry, W~ COOL. it Alta to recyole t11xvuuj1 t~his prolu~bli.

Vi..el-OLAA~ I. Vý11 aVkWL~Ud'llY be jV6iible, am Taiblosi I. 2, and. 3

ikdua~q to thae ke results of research oil uoynitiunl of Lloiv

4u1AI0LA011 Uo Kaultsu UL rumarch U&I Uu5llitiolu Wk short. (luxationi AIA

tUAUI tv kcous c~u fi1ut.n a unutionk Oz ULa. III 0110A., thu

vU.iL'LL11uLLviih L*.un oach tyiju ut rusearul. shvu~ld be L~uikjruktal, antia

I LuA:4, tiý,w tio a ti~i 1w4 ~akmsiat it; do~alm with the xulatioia uL Uiu

QcV11i~tva #jnt.4ai~uWL Wo brain naLuwiol, And ±'olljwsf Oexeutly txzow C,44

Luiict.unw tli&L hki thru stiut.Lil vowitax~a~)rit ina the braia&.

Tko bW.&ina utf vi.itumJlly a&ll ksown almuism azre 41vided Lxuiig

aliukiyv'd J1L1x~vni&L1~ tunactivi wit.hitai vrlizal houilislhsiow ieu has bUa

moscuvely %isailsu waiy Ink manl. A'~.I altliu%~h itý is unueLrtalli &L

9l W lip I
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what point students of anatomy first became aware of the division of

the human brain into left and right hemispheres, such awareness must

have occurred long after the early philosophers (e.g., Aristotle) had

made the distinction between intuitive and analytical modes of

cognition. Indeed, the first clear delineation of the region of the

brain responsible for verbal function was not made until Broca' s

(c. 1661) discovery. Thus, we have at hand independent developments

th-at converge on a similar proposition.
The present state of this converyence can be seen in a recent

artic~le by Gur, Packer, Hungerbuhler, Reivich, Obrist, Armenek, aind

Uakckhaim (19830) in which they indicate cartaii" major anatomical

diierances between the cerebral hemispheres, viz., there. is"a
greater denwity of calls . . . in the lej~t . . . hemisphere, the

surface of the planum temporale ia larger and the sylvian fissure is

largei. in the left hemisphere, and the left hemisphere is more

"xteati~voly fissured than the right." Gur et al.. (1980) then shuw that

there is "evidence . . . for interhem4ispheric diftoroxicau in amounti

and distr~ibutions of gray and white mtattur." They relate these

Riqg uearkakblu structural differences to differences ill cognitive

9-jnatiou, ýIiuvi "our results suggest that verbal-analytic funcutions

ard isabsuLvud by oil oryanizatiuki that emphasiizes procouuiny ox

. itransfer; wiUiin regiuns, whereas apatAil-%;estalL runutiOCns ai-u

vubutlixved by aii uryanizatiuxi that; optimizes tranvsier across regvionw"

(p, 1227).

Vrust the poilit of view of the c~itgnitive Conltinluuml TheorXy,

wuiphical x~uvaaxrh of this sortL and the cuuctlumiunm der~ivod thvvvtxeliro

I V~f
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are v"Lluable and thought-provoking because they constitute a challenge

to develop further conceptual and empirical links between the

right-left continuum of cerebral structure and the intuitive/analytic

continuum of the complex cognitive activity involved in social

judgment and decision making. Establishing that link may also

include, if not require, the development of the pharmacology of

cerebral function in relation to cognitive function. Evidence already

exists that there are differential distributions of certain

neurotransmitters in the hippocampus and the thalamus and in other

structures within the brain, and this fact has led to research that

indicates neurotransmitters do play a role in the differential

function of the hemispheres (see e.g., Mandell, 1979). In short,

scientific knowledge about the relation between the functions of

cerebral hemispheres and certain cognitive activities already exists

(although sceptics remainj e.g., Calloway, 1980, refers to research on

this topic as "the currently stylish cult of cerebral asymmetry.")

Scepticism or doubt may lollow from thu fact that the empirical

results are theoretically incomprehunsible. LVor example, Gutr Ut l.

(19UU) state that "no coherent body of data exists to explain why the

left; hwmisphaLm specializeu in analytic, logical and verbal tfkctLionu

whcreas thu riyht hemisphere subservem holistiu, Vustalt,

spatial funutionw." In Short, we know much about what happens, but we

still lack a "cohveret" explanation ifor t'e empirival tuistu that imply

that these relationu between hakuisphuriu Vunttiuni and bahaviuL exist.

Vv'uanwis Criuk (1979) mugumgts that "|no o h•u.nt body of data wxistw to

explain" diffurtiiLal cerebral VunutLiu because "psyuchluoy aLtumptu

I !
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to treat the brain as a black box .... The difficulty with the

black-box approach is that unless the box is inherently very simple a

stage is soon reached where several rival theories all explain the

results equally well." Crick further suggests that:

What we know of the brain . . . tells us two things. The

brain is clearly so complex that the chances of being able

to predict its behavior solely from a study of its parts is

too remote to consider. The same complexity also warns us

that the black-box approach of pure psychology will have to

be lucky if it is not to bog down. Psychology is essential.

What the organism actually does we can learn only by

observing it. Psychology alone, however, is likely to be

sterile. lt must combine the study of behavior with

parallel studies of the inside of the brain. A good example

" is the work of R~oger W. Sperry and his colleayues at the

California Institute of Tevhnoloyy on "split brain"

patients: puople in whom thiu connections between the

cUrUbral humispheres have been scevred. Another is the use

of deoxyglucose to mark regions og the brain that are more

4i autivu than the average while an experimental animal iu

puriorminy somu partioular task. Thus can the study of

enurwanatumy and nuuruphysiology be uombinud with behavioral

studies. We must study beth trAucture and tunutiol but;

study thum within the blauk box "ratmher than only ftrue the

| o hutside. (sh. 222)

We shall pui~muu Criuk' m suyuggsiun ruy rdiing tho "spjlit-biaini"
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patients in some detail below, but we must observe that Crick's

admonition would have been better put, and will perhaps be better

heeded, if he had indicated that both the "outside" and the "inside"

of cognition were to be treated without oversimplification. (Recall

the above quotations from Brunswik and Simon on equal treatment.) We

are no better off if we pursue the details of the structure and

function of the brain while treating the task environment as a "black

box", than if we do the reverse.

The Cognitive Continuum Theory attempts to achieve symmetry by

treating neither "outside" nor "inside" as a "black box".* It attempts

to extend the narrow task circumstances employed by brain/behaviur

researchers that provide vroximiAl stimuli (so that plausible

inferences can, be made regarding precisely which parts of the CNS are

involved at any yi-ven time) to include more distal circumstances that

will justity thie genuralizations made to broad environmental

conditions. Consider once more, for faxample, Gur at. al.'s (19UU)

statement that "No coherent body ot' data uxistu to explain why tlic

left humisphorte spucializow il? analytic, logjical and verbal functions

* .. ,whervas the riygLht 1ii~iphore subsurves holiutic, Vustalt,

spatial funutiuons." 8urely this gJUlerdliZatiUn (readily fouund

elaewheare) illplies that tho results of rOsAMOrch apply not Onl~y tu

4 icuilltancusm inivolvingy Q.v., diroct; dilfivruntial retinlal stiwulationl,

but to situatioiis that judgnmunt akid decisioni researchers would also

JumuriLbs as ruquiriay "ýanalytical, logical anid ver~bal Viwictionsv" as

well am those that requirm "hulisdtic, gestalt, spatiail tulltioniull."

Th'asr" im, ill tact, a theoVXetical Vrame~work develuoped by tlu
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neuro-scientist Luria (1973) that suggests a link between brain

structure and function that carries the potential for incorporating

the results from the proximal stimulus studies and broader judgment

and decision research. Luria makes not only the right-left

distinction in the customary way, but also employs the

anterior-posterior distinction to differentiate a repnesentationa 1

(posterior) function and an executive (anterior) function. The

representational system (located in this posterior cerebral cortex) is

a system for "obtaining, processing, and storing information arriviny

from the outside world (1973, p. 43) whereas the executivu system

(located to the frontal cortex) is a system for "programming,

regulating and verifying mental activity" (p. 4 3 ). VurthexMore, Luria

postulates a law of progressivo lateralization which states (p. 77)

that the levels of cerebral functioning become more hexruisphurically

differentiated as " 'the hierarchies' are ascended", thus,

Tile luft (dominant) hemisphure (in righL-handers) begins tu

play an essential rUI.I not only in the uoe):obral orgauizatiuxi

oil ispueuh, but 4ilmo in the oarcbral orjuanization of all

highur f1orzit of mental autivity ooni'J utUd with

s•.uuc-h..piuup4on or'gainz od into lo'jl il hiclum u, auttvu

ver.bal wIory, loviual thouLht--whal eas tho riyhL

(nUnduninan4) hemispheru either buLgJs tu play a suburdiliato

rule 1n thQ u~rUbral] oIJAniAZa4iunl of thlAsu pI cu)au% uW' 0

e~' , it whatverU, iI theIIA ouurLei. (p). /U)

Luvid' u thuogstiual "lcw uEp i•o jusyiveiv l aation" J•

uonwiatuiiL with thu WoneUpt ul a i•Wn±U vy vuntLulu14 and im il ihairp

VP
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contrast with the concept of a cognitive dichotomy; it alao enriches

the idea of a cognitive continuum by suggesting that the

representational (posteri.or) and executive (anterior) functions are

closely relat-ed to concepts employed, and results. obtained, byI

judgmeiut and decision researchers. For example, Luria's distinction

between "reprasentati~onal" f unctions and "executive" functionsj

parallel the conceptual distinction offered by Hammond and his
colleagues between "knowledge" (that is, what a person knows) and

"1cognitivo control" (his/her ability to execute that knowledge), A

distinction that has empirical referents (see, for example, Hammond,

1971, Hammond and Summers, 19721 flammon'I, et al.., 1975: see also

Hammond and Wascoe, 1980).,

To uum up, much of the research in the field of localization of

brain function referw to the same cognitive activity as that studied

by Judgment and decision researchers. And when the substance of the

work of each is organized in termsu of Cognitivu Continuum Theory, a

cluar IvralLal amerqes, because the general concupts of Coynitive

Continuum Theery w~atch those of the brain researchers.* Thum, for

exW11plu, Zaid~el, one of the puycholoyiutu who, participated in tl~u

extensive tuating of the "split-brainl" Patients, concludes

"hemisphearic upecialization fallm on a Qoiitinwus, it is~ a matter of

degree rather than an all-or-nune convept" (197Ua~, p. 20~). Thim

stAteMMent is A critical revisionl Of the no~tion ok J% diU11UtoUy,V UXUULIY

as in the camu of theo revision~ r-1 tho intuitiun-aiialywim diuhuLomy-

11hu fact that tha tuonudp. or u tcognitivew t-vutinuuiu has apimuarud

(probjabiy indopeiviontly) in both Vieldw thus l.endu muppulrt to the
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ability of the Cognitive Continuum Theory to unify work not only

within the field of judgment and decision research, but also between

this field and work in tha field of localization of cognitive

functioi:.s in rhe brain..

On more concrete grounds there are at least three reasons why

work in each field should enhance work in the other: (a) conclusions
(

drawn from one field carry implications for conclusions drawn from the

other. (b) predictions of future results that will be obtained in one

field c.in be made from past work in the (,ther, (c) the future course

of research can be 1nfliwnced by the communicatioia of such conclusions

and predic •iona. Eachi .s discussed in Lurn.

How conclusionq drawn from one field can affect concluiion. drawn

from. the )the.r. Il, both fiildi of research conclumiois a~se dxAvn

regardinq the cognitive crpacitlJes of human beings. Cognitive

psyohologists elioit ars evaluate these capcitiew by rameazch methods

that can be 4tecrlbed tn terim of two maiL ull"%ters of fttuires, ono

luustur twndr. to 4voke prý,4ominatly left, the uLoth proAex.nantly

x.•lt ipheric activiti.is. That 1i, o01 group of coylitivu

psyuhiologpit' typ3rially 6,ploy? tasks •l 4at aria hifhly docoipuced, il a

priuri tauhio,, With t~is i.-iorLtiOJI, or .. sa, tquvitially diapl-Ayud

in tutiiP wurds , r,% 4,,, t4hu.juu wauxiaW the tauk variAbluu for

'L110u~o.~. froii U14 Vvint of! V'iew ot brain Wooma~~1u

coynitV iva jnqcwha olt~s arue vokiny p~rwaslilt;.ntly lef't, hanjicphoriv

S. lA th Ioe hcnd, AiUL0• tj'o•, ot ay'h11u(LUtu t41 Ai o-r o

4i 01pluyu ýAaMku that are 11Lu•u e.QuW.td a |.tiori but. %,c wholil'kio il,

fuxm#~ with th~ uwi vua orwatiouu &dimp-y-d in~l L

k)!,
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pictorial fashion that requires the subject to measure the task

variables perceptually (see Tables above for details); from the point

of view of brain researchers, these psychologists are evoking

predominantly right hemispheric activity. Different groups of

cognitive psychologists are, therefore, studying different cognitive

activities associated with different cerebral structures and functions

with methods (more or less) appi~opriate for inducing these different

activities. The results obtained by these two groups of cognitive

paychologists should therefore not be expected to be the same (as they

would be if one assumed that the same procas~ was beingj studied by two

different methods in order to provide method-independent resulto).

Indeed, Lhe results should not only be expected to be different, they

should be treated as compleentary. Uifferont results and conclusions

should th~efeore be treated as roundizig out our knowled~ig Quf

*i. gognition, for thuy aro the reutilts that would be anticipatud On thu

bAuiU of X-06arcil Oil hemisipheric speializa~tioni.

fl~ edi~tion&, _ itU_10 cjrip4o -L4I Ut Vi U~ be o~btained J~r o)uU

U~qd al b Ilad ju~ -arst wor.ý%k iLn 44 other Au explained above in

001"O~tiOtn With 1ArUWiUO TwVo, PUuitiVQ alld necV~tiVO V~iuWS UXis

voyarding the ia~uitivw cpciL144 of huli.w beings. It in Inut;

IX diftioult; to i"sV~rau that wpovilistv in ].U3.iZatic.,n Ut fun~tiUkl

wou.ld kXird thujaw &'oilit's of vlov to bw, 'i inturout and to inquiru intu

the U@~htn~ that have protiutu.d uhw. -wd ~&ntd

abovu1  1z~din wsrl wivhL. be uxpautohd tv p~,tint. out, Uhat mincue

ithtir 1*auL wov.k haw ahowi, Lh3t dit'vvaiL Lawk aotieouintduou

)JMJnt i~pJ1*VJQ fil twwtone, thu ditteruint tAUkLO used by 6u'Aymunt

.. . ....
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and decision researchers will place different demands on different

cerebral regions, and thus place different ceilings on achievement,

depending upon the form in which the material is presented to the I
subject. Thus, an upper limit, or ceiling, would be placed on

achievement that would not exist if a different set of task

characteristics were employed. Error patterns might also be

unwittingly influenced by a choice of task characteristics that

induced more cerebral activity in one region or another. Thus, for

example, a task that induced left cerebral activity by presenting

information wholly in terms of words and that of feted no

task-structure support (such as pictorial arranqements) for right

cerebral activity, would result in lower estimates of capacity than

would be obtained had both regions had support, or if the subject had

&6n opportunity to seek such support.

Zaidel provides an example from his work with split-br'ain

petijantu when he compares the performance of a patient 1L1i], who has

only a right cerebral hemisphere, with a niormal 6-year old who has the

same total score on a tast. Hle finds that "the error pattern ini quito

different. The [normal] 6-year old child will tend to be much more

m.ensitive Lo tUA& lilguistic complaxity of the message, the parts of

spuech, the synt'ctic uomplexity. The right hemisphere [patientl, on

the other haad, seemu to be mucn more sensitive to the ýeacep)Lual

cuwplexity, to thu redundauicy, and tu the mwvory load uf the muetssa"

(lW7Ub, p, 171. I
To provido normal p•rvson with judywtuit and deuision tasko that

arm po:vuptuUlly cumplux, edunidaut and whiuh induue a large memury
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U
load, then, is to ignore the capacity of the brain to cope with

linguistic, syntactical complexity. Or, at the least, time and other

structural supports must be provided if this capacity is to be allowed

to be exercised. And, of course, the reverse will be true as well.

Therefore, the negative conclusions that are drawn regarding cognitive

capacities of human beings need to be conditional, not only with

regard to the appropriateness of the analytical model with which they I
are compared (see Premise Two above), but also with regard to thu

extent to which the entire resources of the brain are permitted to be

applied to the problem. (See also Friedman & Polson, 1980.)

Brain researchers seem to be more willing to acknowledge both

types of conditions, as Zaidel's (1978b) remarks about the performance

of the right hemisphere patient (LB) indicate; "if this is how well

the right hemisphere can do in a non-redundant and carefully

controlled test situation, imagine how well it can do in a freer and

moite redundant normal conversational situation" (p. 17). Urain

researchers, in short, would predict that future yeneralizations about

judymenta and decislons would be found to be conditional upon the

extent to which different types of cerebral activity are induced,

evoked or otherwine pmrmitted tu be engaged in the task.

What predictions would * cognitive psyuhulogist make with revard

to future findinys to be made by a brain researcher? Perhaps it is

best to let a specialist in localization of function dicuribu thu

present State uf resuaruh in his fieldt

"What thun is a Venural uharauterizatiun of hemisphuriu

MpeuializAtiuo V TL'hiere is as yet no dui'iuLte thuoretical

[-
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answer. We have argued that modality- and material-specific

models are inadequate and that information processing models

are required [italics mine). It was proposed [above] that

the left hemisphere may specialize in combinatorial feature

analysis and that the right hemisphere employs

experience-reinforced or convention-bound template matching

for visual and verbal alike and throughout the range of the

cognitive system. Moreover, template matching in the right

hemisphere has a poor internal model of its own solution

processes and the right hemisphere is consequently deficient

in error recovery relative to the left hemisphere. But the

structural details of these cognitive styles remain to be

found. (Zaidel, 1978a, p. 202)

Judgment and decision researchers would recognize immediately the

relation between Zaidel's "general characterization of hemispheric

apecialization" as germane to their own work. But since judgment and

decision researchers differ in their interests, I shall make my own

predictions of future findinus in brain research.

I predict that when "*combinatorial feature analysis" is carried

out brain researchers will find that organizational principles

employed by the left hemisphere are similar to those describod by

Newull and Simon (1972)1 that is, they will be in the lorm of "liut

structures", or similar non-continuous functions. "CoyILitive alVabxa"

asi, for example, developed by Anderson (1974) will not apply. Thu

oryanizational princ•iplaes •iployu') by tho right hemidophuru will,

however, include thu&e descamri±d by Andersun's uuynitive aleubra, aiid

ONI
.4 1P
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varieties thereof (cf. Hammond et al., 1975). On the other hand,

"list structures" and similar concepts will not apply to the work of

the right hemisphere. (This prediction is developed further below in

4
connection with "evolutionary epistemology".) =

Moreover, it seems clear that "to have a poor internal model" of

one' s "own solution processesm is characteristic of cognition in

multiple cue probability learring, and the "error recovery" (or

learning by means of outcome feedback) is generally poor in such

tasks. Since learning in multiple cue probability tasks is enhanced

by the use of cognitive feedback (see Hammond, 1971), that is,

pictorial representation of task parameters (such as weights and

function forms), right hemispheric patients should perform as well as

normals with feedback of this type, and their error patterns should be

similar to normals.

Sthe parallelism should ati:oct the future course of research

in both fields. If either of the above reasons for the exchange of

information is approximately correct, then the future course ol

research in each field will be influenced by the work in the other.

The first proposition indicated that cognizance of work in the field

of localization of cognitive function can lend coherence to the

results obtained in the field of Judgment and decision research. Thu

second sugVests that results already obtained in each field can lead

to predictions of future findings in the other. Tentative (and wrong)

am these sample predictions may be, they lead bothi to a bruadr Lnq uf

scope and a hualthly restriction on the ovungt.ltoralizationu that have

already oucurrod in both fields. No judymeat and ducision researuher
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can read the far-ranging conclusions by Zaidel (1978b) without wishing

s/he had achieved them, but also, perhaps, without wondering what

methods were employed to reach thema; for example: "There are important

differences in the learning styles of the two hemispheres; the left is

constructive, algorithmic, step-wise and logical. It benefits from

narrow examples and from trial and error; it can learn by rule. The

right hemisphere, on the other hand, does not seem to ledrn by

exposure to simple rules and examples. our studies show that it does

not benefit from error correction [outcome feedback], perhaps because

it does not have an internal model of its own solution processes,

which it can then interrogate and update., It n~aeds exposure to rich

and associative patterns, which it tends to grasp as wholes [cognitive

feedback). Programmed instruction is certainly not for the right

hemisphere, but I am not sure what is the proper method of instruction

for our silent half. (p. 32)

These heady generalizations are bound to evoke suggestions from those

judgment researchers who have developed computer-based decision aids

that employ pictorial methods. They would suggest that these provide

the proper method of instruction for the right hemisphere (see, for

example, hanuuond, 1971; Gillis, 1975; Hammond et al., 1975).

Suggestions will also be forthcoming, it is to be hoped and

expected, from brain researchers with regard to one of the most

critical aspects of judgment and decision research that has sl1owed

almost to a halt, that of providing judgment and decision aids, or

support systems, for policy makers. This is an area of research that

should expand rapidly in the 80's; but past performance indicates that
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it may not, f or it has developed very slowly so far. The basic ideas

that guided the development of the computer-aided decision support

systems available today were present ten years ago (see, for example,

Hammond, 1971) as were the basic elements of programming and visual

display systems used today. Progress is not hampered by lack of

progress in the development of computer hardware or software; it is

hampered by a lack of new ideas about how judgment and decisions can

be improved. It may well be that brain researchers, who are so keenly

aware of the relations between task characteristics and c~erebral

function, could provide those badly needed new ideas regarding the

manner in which visual displays of cognitive material can aid

cognitive reorganization. Given the recent achievements of the brain

researchers, no serious effort to develop a decision support system

should proceed without the contributions of a research worker in

hemispheric specialization. Such contributions may provide the

intellectual innovation that is so badly needed.

Beyond the obvious parallels in the laoratory work of each group

lies a second field of mutual interest, evolutionary epistemology, to

which I now turn.

Evolutionary epistemology. There has been a significant amount

of research and discussion concerning the evolution of the brain in

animals and man (see, e.g., "Evolution and the lateralization of the

brain," Dimond and Blinzard, 1977), but the topic of the evolution of

cognition, or "vltoayepistemology" (term inetdb D.

Campbell), has received only recent discussion, and, understandably,

very little empirical research. Evolutionary epistemology has been
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made a firm part of the current work in the field of judgment and

decision making by Einhorn and Hogarth (in press) in their chapter in

the Annual Review of Psychology, for they made this topic the
(

foundation of their review. Thus, foz example (p. 3), they announce q

their intention to . . . consider the complexities involved in

evaluating discrepancies between optimal models and human responses,
C

and, how persistent dysfunctional behavior is consistent with

evolutionary concepts." (See also Simon, 1956, 1980, for references

to cognition and evolution.)
C

The comprehensive view of cognition that includes the concept of

quasi-rationality is directly pertinent to the evolution of cognition.

Specifically, the properties of quasi-rationality imply that any

species that may have acquired this form of cognition at some point in

its evolutionary development would have a subsequent advantage in the

struggle for survival because the properties of quasi-rational

cognition are conducive to to survival in naturalistic environments.

As will be shown below, this is a testable, falsefiable proposition,

although, of course, this proposition assumes th6 truth of the

evolutionary theory itself.

Quasi-rationality has survival value in naturalistic environments

because it includes elements of both intuition and analysis; it thus

simultaneously draws upon the different resources provided by each

cerebral hemisphere (see remarks by Gur et al., Luria, Zaidel, above;

see also Friedman and Polson, 1980). Indeed, as indicated above,

quasi-rationality is marked by the these polar modes of cognition. By

virtue of its partial dependence on contributions from perception and
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experience on the one hand, it accepts a wide variety of pieces of

information but does not place all its credence in any one of them.

On the other hand, by virtue of its partial dependence on analysis, itB
rejects apparent inconsistencies. Each piece of information, or cue,

to distal events receives a degree of credence, or relacive

importance, or weight, or cerebral processing, in the organism's

overall judgment about an object, ur some state of affairs in the

environment, and each judgment receives the analytica.. treatment time

and analytical sophistication permits. Thus, quasi-ratinnal cognition

organizes various information into a judgment by weans of a compromise

between perception and thinking, between right and left hemispheric

activity. More specifically, quasi-rational cognition organizes

information by means of a weighted averaqing mechanism, or "organizing

I
principle" (see Premise 3 above); as a result, quasi-rationality may

be effectively represented mathematically by what statisticians call a

"linear model." And that conclusion leads to a link between

evolutionary epistemology, brain function and mathematical models of

adaptation.3!
The robust character of (quasi-rational) linear models of

cognition. The outstanding characteristic of linear models in

general, and the multiple regression model in particular, lies in what

statisticians refer to as its "robustness." Such robustneas is

reflected in three major ways. First, even when the form of the model

as an organizing principle is suboptimal (i.e., a nonlinear model

Provides a better fit to the predictor data set), the predictive

validity of a linear model will generally be as good, or almost as

W_7Z-
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good, as that of the optimal nonlinear model. Second, even when the

functional relations between proximal cues and the distal criterionI

they predict are nonlinear, rather than linear, the organism that

wrongly assumes that they are linear will not be far, from accurate in

its judgment, particularly if there is a substantial degree of

uncertainty in the relation between cue and criterion. Third, even

when the weights assigned by the organism are different from the

optimal weights (i.e., cue utilization differs from the ecological

I ~validities of cues) the predictive validity of the organism thatI

organism that blindly, persistently, and incorrectly applied a

quasi-rational linear model would make approximately correct judgments

over a wide variety of cognitive tasks: its distal achievement would

be good, and very little learning would be required. Its chances for

survvalwoul threfre b hiher hanfororgaism endwedwit
different organizing principles more closely fitted to a specific

environment, if that quasi-rational organism lived in that form of

naturalistic environment in which we suppose man to have evolved

(about which more below). (The work that showed the robustness of the

linear model in relation to judgment and decision research was carried

out by Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; see also Dawes, 1979.)

The adaptive significance of quasi-rational rules is supported by

Thorngate's (1980) computer simulation of "efficient decision

6 ~heuristics".* He shows that "most of the heuristics, including some

that 'ignored' probabilistic information, regularly selected

alternaties with highest expected value and almost never selected

4V
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alternatives with lowest expected value" (p. 219).

There are, of course, limits to the robustness of quasi-rational

cognition and its representation in the form of a linear model. TheseI
limits are created by the characteristics or properties of the

cognitive tasks with which the organism must cope. From a formal,

mathematical-statistical point of view, the pr3dictive validity of the

linear model is reduced when the task involves (a) a small number (n =

2) of highly valid cues that are related to the criterion in an

interactive (i.e., contingent or synergistic) manner, or (b) a large

number (n - 5+) of cues that have both positive and negative

relationships to the criterion, (c) when there are substanLial

negative intra-ecological correlations among the cues (see McClelland,

1978; also see Hammond et al., 1980). and most important, when there

is a substantial amount of uncertainty or unpredictability i the

environment. In other words, quasi-rationality, and the linear model,

fail progressively to provide the organism with good achievement as

"the cognitive task becomes more aad more analytical in form.

Therefore, from a phylogenetic point of view we should anticipate

finding that quasi-rational cognition would be most prevalent (and

most successful) in naturalistic situations that do not require

analysis, and least prevalent and least successful in artifactual

situations, i.e., in cognitive tasks that do require analysis,

particularly those created by man. From an ontogenetic point of view,

we should anticipate finding that, all else being equal,

quasi-rational cognition has a temporal priority in cognitive

activity; that is, quasi-rational cognition appears prior to either
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intuition or analysis in judgment and decision making; in terms of

cerebral activity, both hemispheres function first. Should a task or

situation demand movement away from quasi-rationality towards either

pole, cognition will return to quasi-rationality when either fails.

(See the work of the philosopher Pepper, 1948, quoted in Hammond et

al., 1980; for an excepti-nally clear description of such cyclical

movement also described above by Polanyi.)

To summarize: When survival requires adaptation to cognitive

tasks that provide a large, positive matrix of cues of uncertain

ecological validity, the organism that has acquired a verebral system

that can engage in quasi-rational cognition (represented by a linear

model) will have an epistemological advantage that should be reflected

in an evolutionary advantage, and thus a history of survival.

If we turn to an (admittedly cursory) consideration of the

environmental circumstances and cognitive tasks with which an emerging

homo sapiens had to cope, it is easy to imagine that such

circumstances did in fact form a large positive matrix of cues

characterized by large degree of uncertain ecological validity. At

least, this would be so if the present assumption is true that man

emerged and began to be a formidible contender for survival in a

savannah-like environment. Moreover, intersubstitutability of means

for survival (equifinality) characterize such an environment, and the

potential for utilizing them (equipotentiality) characterize the I
quasi-rational linear model as well.

If quasi-rationality portends success in such an environment, its

main characteristics (what developmental biologists call "plasticity",

Lit
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apparently equi.valent to what judgment and decision researchers call

"intersubstitutability"), should also aid the quasi-rational organism

to cope with a changing environment. Those organisms that are not

endowed with quasi-rational cognitive systems, and are required to

function with systems that are analytical, are more dependent on

single-cue mechanisms and therefore must change their cognitive syste

(either by learning or through genetic mutation) to achieve a better

environmental fit if they are to survive. This is a change that may

require more time (and luck) than the environment may permit.

Quasi-.rational organisms, however, can survive environmental change

readily without changing their mode of information processing, that

is, without learning, and thus without ontogenetic or phylogenetic

change because the robust character of their cognitive activity

permits reasonable accuracy of judgment over a wide range of

conditions. (Cf. Thorngate, 1980, abovel J, Shanteau and the

present author are conducting a study similar to Thorngate's at

Boulder, Colorado.)

At this point I turn to the question of what the evolutionary

epistemology argument implies for the unification of current brain-

behavior research and current judgment and decision research. In

order to do so we need to consider in further detail the distinction

between naturalistic and artifactual tasks.

Naturalistic vs. artifactual tasks. The term "naturalistic" is

intended here to represent those tasks that are representative of

nature without man's modifications, that is an ecology not directly

arranged by man; an untouched forest, plain, or tundra, for example.
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These naturalistic circumstances can be expected to induce pictorial,

spatial, wholistic cognitive activity that is often not retraceable

(see Gur et al., 1980 above) whereas the cognitive tasks constructed

by man can be expected to .fnr they are intended to) induce

systematic, analytical cognition; that is, they induce cognitive

activity in verbal, quantitative and logical form because of the

efficiency and retraceability of this form of information processing.

Thus, human beings have changed the array of cognitive tasks that

are now enoountered by human beings from tasks that are closer to the

intuitive pole of the cognitive continuum to tasks that are closer to

the analytical pole. The plains/forest environment, in which

quasi-rational cognition evolved and is predominant, has been changed

to a largely man-made environment in which cognitive tasks demand more

and more analytical efforts. Driving a car or flying an airplane, for

example, demands more analytical, go no-go cognition than walking, or

riding a horse. In the one case there are a series of instruments

that provide pointer-readings, in the other there are none. Thus,

survival in western civilization is becoming increasingly dependent on

"analytical, logical and verbal functions"; survival in the

plains/forest environment was dependent on spatial imagery, "holistic,

gestalt, spatial functions" in Gur et al.'s (1980) terms. Finding

one's way home (or to someone else's home) in the modern city or

countryside requires that one follow strictly laid out paths mai-ked by

obvious signals that have perfect ecological reliability and validity;

finding one's way through the savannah meant reading a variety of

redundant signs of low ecologloal reliability dnd validity. The task

K ... .I . . . • j :: -
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circumstances that selected those early human beings who possessed the

appropriate quasi-rational cognition that enabled them to win out in

the competition in the savannah have changed, and continue to change

to favor those persons whose analytical capacities are greater. And

the change is being brought about by those whose analytical capacities

are greater. In short, the utility of the quasi-rational cognitive

activity that led to superiority over so many other competitors is

diminishing, and the utility of analytical cognitive activity is

increasing because of the analytical demands of contemporary society.

The steady grow-th of analytical tasks is also reflected in the

analytical bias of researchers studying judgment and decisioni

processes. This bias is reflected by the present frequent use by

researchers of artifactual materials and verbal and quantitative data

cues, in contrast to the wholistic and spatial material arnd

unlabelled, unmeasured cues, that naturalistic tasks provide for the

right hemisphere.

Summary. Parallelisms between the work in judgment and decision

research and research in the field of localization of brain function

were noted and explored. It was concluded that further, detailed

explorations of the conceptual similarities and empirical convergences

is indeed warranted because of the mutual support and test that each

field can provide for the other. In addition, this convergence leads

to the observation that the properties of quasi-rationality are

conducive to survival in naturalistic eavironments, that is, in

environments that present (simultaneously) a large niumber of cues of~

uncertain ecological validity that afford a moderate amount of
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(horizontal) redundancy and other characteristics that induce

cognition to move toward the intuitive pole of the cognitive

continuum. Furthermore, because the mathematical-statistical

representation of quasi-rationality is "robust," quasi-rational

cognition is conducive to survival not only because of its fit with

the naturalistic circumstances in which human beings evolved, but also

because its robustness minimizes the need for learning, and thus

provides an epistemological advantage. It was also noted, however,

that the cognitive tasks constructed by contemporary human beings

induce movement toward the analytical pole of the cog-nitive continuum,

and are thus exerting cognitive demands that are different from those

that selected quasi-rational organisms for surq~ival. The increasing

focus on analytical cognition may also be observed in the preference

of researchers in judqment and decision research for using analytical

models as reference points for the evaluation of cognition, and thus

narrowing our view of cognitive activity.

SUMMARY

The five major premises of the Cognitive Continuum Theory of

judgment and decision making were described and the potential power of

the theory to encompass and tao unify the work in the field of judgment

and decision making was indicated. Because the theory is anchor,ýd in

the concepts of intuitive and analytical cognition (see Premise 1),

the recent treatment of these topics was described under Premise 2 in

terms of the positive view, in which intuitive cognition is praised

for its special capabilities to accomplish what analysis cannot, and

in terms of the negative view, in which intuitive cognition is
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denigrated for its failures, "shortcomings and distortions"; in short,

its inability to acccuplish what analysis can. in contrast to both

views, it was argued that the Cognitive Continuum Theory put forth a

"comprehensive view," for it provides a means for encompassing

cognitive tasks, cognitive activities and their behavioral and

ad~aptive consequences over the full range of cognition. This means

examining the various properties of the many different cognitive tasks

-! that are encountered by contemporary human beings, as well as

examining the properties of the cognitive activities induced by such

tasks and the adaptive consequences of the behavior that follows.

.4 This effort was made in connection with Premtise 3; various

4 properties of cognitive tasks were list-d, the various properties of

cognitive activities that are associated with these task properties

were listed, and predictions were made regarding the behavior that

4 follows from various cognitive activities. The central role of time

in all studies of cognition was deemed to be so important that it was

given separate treatment un~der Premise 4. And the convergence of the

major concepts of the Continuum Theory with the recent results of

brain research that focuses on the lateralization of structure and

function was dis-zussed in connection with Premise 5.

Can it be said that the theory provided here meets Popper's

(1963, p.241) criteria for a unifying theory? Does it in fact

"proceed from some sipe new, And powerful unifying idea about some

connection or relation between hitherto unconnected thingys ... or

f~acts ... or new $theoretical entities'"? Whether the cognitive

Continuum Theory meets these criteria, the reader will have to judge;
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but, of course, the author's view is that tiie theory is indeed simple

and new; its power to find a relation between "hitherto unconnected

things . . . or facts . . . or new theoretical entities" must be

L tested in terms of its ability to find places for the various results

rif that have been attained in the field of judgment and decision

research, but in terms of its ability to incorporate research on the

localization of functions in the brain as well, and to apply them to a

now field, evolutionary epistemology.

This report presents a new theoretical entity, the Cognitive

Continuum; the ability of the Cognitive Continuum to find a "new

relation between hitherto unconnected things .. . or facts" will

be tested in subsequent Technical Reports.

-7
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TABLE 1

COMPLEXITY OF TASK STRUCTURE

INDUCING INTUITION INDUCING ANALYSIS

1. TEXTURE OF JUDGMENT SCALE 1, TEXTURE OF JUDGMENT SCALE

A. MANY ALTERNATIVES A. FEW ALTERNATIVES

B. MANY STEPS TO SOLUTION ,B. FEW STEPS

2. NUMBER OF CUE3 PRESENTED 2. NUMBER OF CUES PRESENTED
A. MANY (>5) CUES A. FEW (2-4) CUES

CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SEQUENTIALLY ENCOUNTERED
DISPLAYED

3. VICARIOUS MEDIATION 3. VICARIOUS MEDIATION

A. INTRA-ECOLOGICAL A. INTRA-ECOLOGICAL
CORRELATIONS PRESENT GORRELATION5 MINIMAL
TO LARG -( ) aVERTICALLYDEGREE kHORIZONTALLY)

4, CUE DISTRIBUTION 4. CUE DISTRIBUTION

CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS

A. NORMAL A. PEAKED

B. LINEAR FUNCTION FORMS B. NONLINEAR, NONMONOTONIC
FUNCTION FORMS

5. WEIGHTS 5. WEIGHTS

A. EQUAL A. UNEQUAL

6. ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE 6. ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE

A. LINEAR MODEL A. NONLINEAR MODEL
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)

AMBIGUITY OF TASK CONTENT

INDUCING INTUITION INDUCING ANALYSIS

1. AVAILABILITY OF AN 1. AVAILABILITY OF AN

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE

A. NOT AVAILABLE A. READILY AVAILABLE

2. TASK OUTCOME AVAILABLE 2. TASK OUTCOME AVAILABLE

A. NOT AVAILABLE A. READILY AVAILABLE

3, FAMILIARITY WITH CONTENT 3. FAMILIARITY WITH CONTENT

A. NOT FAMILIAR A. HIGHLY FAMILIAR

I4. FEEDFORWARD 4. FEEDFORWARD

A. No TRAINING, NO A. PRIOR SKILL, INFORMATION•=. ~I N FORMAT ION

5. FEEDBACK 5. FEEDBACK

A. MINIMAL A. COGNITIVE FEEDBACK

FORM OF TASK PRESENTATION

INDUCING INTUITION INDUCING ANALYSIS

1. TASK DECOMPOSITION 1. TASK DECOMPOSITION

A. A POSTERIORI A. A PRIORI

S2. COGNITIVE DECOMPOSITION 2. COGNITIVE DECOMPOSITION
, ", A. A POSTERIORI A. A PRIORI

3. TYPE OF CUE DATA 3. TYPE OF CUE DATA

A. CONTINUOUS A. DICHOTOMOUS

14. TYPE OF CUE DEFINITION 4. TYPE OF CUE DEFINITION

A. PICTORIAL A. QUANTITATIVE

B. SUBJECT MEASURES CUE B. OBJECTIVE MEASURES
LEVELS

5. RESPONSE TIME PERMITTED OR 5. RESPONSE TIME PERMITTED OR
IMPLIED IMPLIED

A. BRIEF A. OPEN

4C
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TABLE 2

PREDICTIONS OF COGNITIVE PROPERTIES IN SINGLE-SYSTEM CASE

JINTUITIVE LOIIOR ANALYTICAL COGNIIO1N
1. Low COGNITIVE CONTROL 1. OPPOSITE

2. UNCONSCIOUS DATA PROCESSING, 2. OPPOSITE

WITH REGARD TO WEIGHTS,
FUNCTION FORMS, ORGANIZING

PRINCIPLES

3. VICARIOUS FUNCTIONING 3. OPPOSITE

(INCLUDES SHIFTING CUE

UTILIZATION)

4. RAPID DATA PROCESSING 4. OPPOSITE

5. RAW DATA OR EVENTS STORED 5. COMPLEX ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

IN MEMORY STORED IN MEMORY

6. PICTORIAL METAPHORS 6. VERBAL, QUANTITATIVE METAPHORS

PREDOMINANT; VERBAL, SERVE AS ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

QUANTITATIVE METAPHORS AND HYPOTHESES! PICTORIAL

ABSENT METAPHORS ABSENT (OR APPEAR

ONLY DURING INTUITIVE PHASE

OF PROBLEM SOLVING)

S7. RIGHT HEMISPHERIC ACTIVITY 7. LEFT HEMISPHERIC ACTIVITY

PREDOM INANT PREDOMINANT

I0j
8. STABLE POLICY MEANS RIGIDITY 8. STABLE JUDGMENT SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITH NEW INFORMATION

jý,

1'
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LIST OF PREDICTIONS REGARDING PERFORMANCE IN SINGLE-SYSTEM CASE

1. INCONSISTENCY 1. OPPOSITE

A. LOW PREDICTABILITY OF
JUDGMENTS OVER TIME

B. LOGICAL INCONSISTENCY
(WHERE APPROPRIATE)

C. FAILURE TO CONFORM TO MATH
AXIOMS (WHERE APPROPRIATE)

2. LACK OF RETRACEABILITY OR 2. HIGH DEGREE OF RETRACEABILITY
AWARENESS OF PROCESS WHEN MOVING TOWARD SOLUTION;

A. DIFFICULTY IN VERBALIZING WHEN BLOCKED SUBJECT OFTEN
RESORTS TO PICTORIAL REPRESEN-

B. EXPRESSING QUANTITATIVELY, TATION OF THOUGHT, OR PICTORIAL
COGNITIVE ACTIVITY ANALOGIES OR METAPHORS, THAT

ARE RECOVERED

3. BRIEF RESPONSE TIME 3. OPPOSITE

A. OTHER INDICATIONS OF
ABSENCE OF ANALYSIS

4. Low CONFIDENCE IN JUDGMENTS 4. OPPOSITE

5. CHANGE 5. CHANGE

A. CHANGE IN COGNITIVE SYSTEM A. CHANGE IN WEIGHTS,
LIMITED TO CHANGE IN CUE FUNCTION FORMS AND
WEIGHTS AS POLICY FORMED ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES UNTIL

STABLE POLICY REACHED

B, RAPID CHANGE OCCURS WITH
NEW INFORMATION

"6. EQUAL WEIGHTING OF CUES OVER 6. OPPOSITE; WEIGHT CONCEPT NOT
LONG TERM (I,E.,l MATCHING APPLICABLE
RATHER THAN hMAXIMIZING BEHAVIOR)

7. LINEAR FUNCTIU1N FORMS 7, OPPOSITE

8. WEIGHTED AVERAGING ORGANIZING 8. ANY ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE
PRINCIPLE (COMPROMISE). (OTHER THAN WEIGHT D
NOTE: MATCHING HERE ALSO AVERAGING POSSIBLE P

9. EVENT MEMORY 9. MEMORY OF PRINCIPLES (INCLUDING
METAPHORS IN CREATIVE PHASES)

10. RIGHT SIDE BRAIN ACTIVITY 10, OPPOSITE 0

[On

-I " ' ..... . . .. .• , , = , m - I i .. ..II .
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TABLE 3

PREDICTIONS OF COGNITIVE PROPERTIES IN DOUBLE-SYSTEM CASE

INTUITIVE COGNITION ANALYTICAL COGNITION

1. Low COGNITIVE CONTKOL 1. OPPOSITE

2, UNCONSCIOUS DATA PROCESSING 2. OPPOSITE

WITH REGARD TO WEIGHTS,

FEEDFORWARD, ORGANIZING

PRINCIPLES
3. VICARIOUS FUNCTIONING 3, OPPOSITE

(INCLUDES SHIFTING CUE

UTILIZATION)

4. RAPID DATA PROCESSING 4. OPPOSITE

5. RAW DATA OR EVENTS STORED 5. COMPLEX ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

IN MEMORY STORED IN MEMORY

6. PICTORIAL METAPHORS 6. VERBALj QUANTITATIVE METAPHORS

PREDOMINANT; VERBAL, SERVE AS ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

QUANTITATIVE METAPHORS AND HYPOTHESESj PICTORIAL

ABSENT METAPHORS ABSENT (OR APPEAR

ONLY DURING INTUITIVE PHASE

OF PROBLEM SOLVING)

7, RIGHT HEMISPHERIC ACTIVITY 7. LEFT HEMISPHERIC ACTIVITY

PREDOMINANT PREDOMINANT

8. STABLE POLICY MEANS RIGIDITY 8. STABLE JUDGMENT SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITH NEW INFORMATION

I.I

-I
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TABLE 3A12

PREDICTIONS OF ACHIEVEMENT FOR DOUBLE-SYSTEM CASE

(NOTE: PREDICTIONS OF PERFORMANCE FROM SINGLE-SYSTEM CASE

CARRY FORWARD.)

INTUITIVE COGNITION ANALYTICAL COGNITION

1. SLOW, 'STUPID' LEARNING FROM 1.. OPPOSITE
INEXACT (PROBABILISTIC)
OUTCOMES; EG., LARGE NUMBER
OF TRIALS TO SOLUTION

2. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF TASK 2. NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF
ERRORS ERRORS

3. 'STEREOTYPED,' PERSISTENT 3. OPPOSITE
USE OF CUES

14, FREQUENT APPEAL TO EVENT 14. FREQUENJT APPEAL TO ORGANIZING
MEMORY FOR RECALL OF TASK PRINCIPLE FOR RECALL OF TASK
PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE

5. TRANSFER LOW,; TASKS WITH 5. TRANSFER HIGH OVER DIFFERING
DIFFERENT CONTENT CONTENT

6. UNDERCONFIDENCE (CONTRAST 6. OPPOSITE
BETWEEN OBSERVED PERFORMANCE
AND REPORT OF CONFIDENCE)

7. INCONSISTENCY MATCHES TASK 7. INCONSISTENCY FROM TRIAL TO
UNPREDICTABILITY OVER TRIAL; NOT MATCHED TO TASK;~
OCCASIONS MAXIMIZING STRATEGY IN TASKS

PROVEN TO BE STOCHASTIC

ell
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Darwin's first three tree diagramson pages 26 and 36 of

the First Notebook (from Gruber, H. E., Darwin's "tree of nature" and

other images of wide scope. In J. Wechsler (Ed.), On aesthetics in

science. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1979.).
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